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An institution where nat
ural curative methods are
used to help sick people get
well; and where well people
are taught the principle of
right living.
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Write for Booklet "Teach
ing People How to Live."
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GLENDALE
SANITARIUM
Glendale

California
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The Paradise Valley Sanitarium

.Pleasantly located in the foothills near San Dieg;o, with the blue Pacific 1
stretching" off to the west. The climate is even and invigorating the year (
round. The surroundings are restful; and the spirit, homelike and congenial. |
Adequate equipment to insure proper medical and surgical attention is provided. Nature's remedies: water, fresh air, and sunshine, with proper supervision of diet and exercise are used to build up nerve and sinew. For further
information, write to

The Paradise Valley Sanitarium,

|
f
I
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NationaL City: Califor^L_

THE HAND THAT RELIEVES SUFFERING
IS THE HAND THAT OPENS HEARTS
An education which enables you to meet the
world's need will make you a power for good
in any land. Loma Linda offers three courses
for your training:
Medical
Nurses' Training
Medical Evangelistic

4 Year
3 Year
2 Year

Write for Calendar

REGISTRAR - COLLEGE OF MEDICAL
EVANGELISTS, Loma Linda, California
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EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
COLLEGE GIVES A
THOROUGH AC
CREDITED PREMEDICAL
COURSE.

Write for catalog and information regarding the
curriculum and work of the college.
Address Frederick Griggs, President,
Emmanuel Missionary College, Berrien Springs,
Michigan.
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NOTE and COMMENT
Cure —Better Habits
Prol!. Irving Fisher of Yale University, after an
exhaustive investigation, states that only something
like one per cent of people are really well and
free from impairment, "file remaining ninety-nine
per cent, he says, are getting only half the joy
out of life and only half the results of their labors.
Professor Fisher is convinced that the chief cause
of this unfortunate state of affairs is the neglect
of individual hygiene.

Hig'H Protein Diet Causes Brig'Ht's
Disease
At the University of Michigan, they have just com
pleted a very important scries of experiments on the
effect of a high protein diet on the integrity of the
kidneys. To attain this end, rabbits were fed diets
abnormally high in protein. The following results
were obtained: Renal injury was very quickly and
constantly noted in rabbits that ate several egg
whites daily. Prolonged egg white feeding caused
acute and subacute nephritis. When the nitrogen
ous metabolism was increased by means of casein,
rabbits suffered no demonstrable renal injury from
eating 1I> gm. of casein daily; but when tbe daily
intake of casein was 30 gm. and the nitrogen meta
bolism was about three times normal, a well marked
deleterious effect on the kidney was produced. Rab
bits that lived on soy beans for months regularly
acquired chronic nephritis and frequently died of it.
The nitrogen metabolism from this diet was about
twice the normal. It is well for us to seriously
consider what this means to us. A high protein
diet causes Bright's disease. You may be on such
a dietary if you are a lacto-vegeterian. You are
undoubtedly exceeding the safe allowance of protein
if you are a meat eater. The daily per capita
consumption of beef is three and six-tenths ounces,
and of pork four and five-tenths ounces. This is
per capita, including men, women, and children, and
the thousands who never touch meat. The protein
need of an adult can be amply filled by two to
three ounces of meat a day. Evidently, therefore,
millions are more than doubling the amount neces
sary for proper nutrition. By it they are imperiling
their kidneys, and adding their names to the grow
ing list of victims of degenerative diseases.

The Clean
Americans today are living in an age in which
diseases of filth, such as typhoid fever, smallpox,
typhus and plague, will be controlled and perhaps
eradicated.
The end for typhoid fever already is near. Modern
sanitation, sewerage, vaccination, and a safe water
supply have greatly reduced the ravages of a dis
ease that would be unknown but for human filth.
In the 'case of smallpox the almost universal vaccinaation and isolation of the few cases developing
have made this disease less to be feared than ever
before. Old World scourges like typhus and plague
.are stopped at the American gateways by delousing
immigrants and by preventing plague-infected rats
-gaining a foothold on the American shores. Overseas

effective measures are being adopted to prevent the
spread of these diseases by teaching cleanliness in
communities where the scourge now thrives.
More strongly intrenched than typhoid fever and
smallpox combined, claiming more innocent victims
every year and leaving a trail of wrecked humanity
in its wake stands syphilis and gonorrhea, typical
preventable diseases. These, too, are going to be
controlled in the "clean age" in which we live, for
the United States Public Health Service and State
Boards of Health throughout tbe Nation are con
centrating their efforts and have pooled their re
sources with this end in view. Most satisfactory
progress already has been made with the estab
lishment of free clinics for the treatment of venereal
diseases in the larger cities and the closing of re
stricted districts, making it difficult for the profes
sional prostitute to spread the diseases. During the
fiscal year, which began July 1, the Public Health
Service hopes to extend this part of the campaign
in co-operation with the States, so that clinics will
be established in every city in the United States
with a population of 10,000 and over, and so that
adequate facilities for treatment will be provided in
the rural communities.
The very backbone of the fight to control these
two scourges is education. The greatest handicap
encountered has been tbe reluctance of the general
public to recognize the existence of diseases that
are gnawing away at its very vitals; an inclination
to regard syphilis and gonorrhea as diseases of
crime rather limn of unclean living.
The World War brought home to us with telling
force the necessity for clean living when the draft
revealed the high prevalence of venereal diseases
among men taken into the army from civil life.
This lesson of the war is today among the most
important reconstruction problems of peace.
We can not longer protect syphilis and gonorrhea
by refusing to recognize their existence. We must
realize what physicians have long known that every
day we walk with these diseases; brush elbows with
them and run the risk of having them invade our
homes. We must learn to live clean, in clean com
munities in which filth diseases can not thrive.
We must teach our young people the lesson of so
cial hygiene. We must throw the weight of our
influence against any interest that seeks to set up
again the disease-breeding restricted district.
More than any other health movement in history
the campaign for the eradication of venereal dis
eases needs the support of every citizen. Let's do
our share. Bulletin, U. S. Public Health Service.

Home Drugging
The remarkable growth of the patent medicine
business in the past thirty years is evidence of the
widespread use of drugs. While the increase in
the population of the United States amounted to
eighty-three per cent, the patent medicine business
increased in value 741 per cent. The population less
than doubled, while the increase in the drug traffic
was more than nine-fold. Besides this, millions of
dollars worth of medicinal chemicals and drugs are
imported annually, making our total drug bill
amount to $4.00 for every man, woman and child
in this country.
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"That Little Cup that Chee
D. H. KRESS, M. D.

C

ONSIDERABLE educational work has
been carried forward for many years
calling1 attention to the evils of the
cup that is said to cheer, but does
not intoxicate. It would seem that as a
result, the use of these beverages, tea,
coffee and cocoa, was on the decline. But
this is not so, in fact. During the year
1914 there was consumed in the United
States alone 1,011,000,000 pounds, and
every year following has shown an in
crease. Naturally as the alcoholic bever
ages are eliminated, men and women re
sort more and more to these beverages.
It is difficult to determine the amount
of this liquid that is consumed annually
without doing a little calculating. A pound
of coffee, it is estimated, will make about
three gallons of the beverage as ordinarily
made. Taking this estimate, the amount
consumed in America in 1914 would have
filled a receptacle two feet in diameter
reaching three times around the world. In
addition to this Americans have been
yearly consuming other beverages contain
ing the same drug, caffein, in ever increas
ing quantities. There are not less than 100
soft drinks sold at soda fountains contain
ing caffein. Coco-Cola heads the lists of
these popular drug habit-forming bever
ages. There are thousands and thousands
of men and women who are as truly ad
dicted to these beverages as others are to
alcoholic beverages, and they find it about
as difficult to give up their use, as do the
latter class. The habit of tea drinking,
while not as prevalent in America as in
England and Australasia, is nevertheless
quite common and is also on the increase.
The time was when coffee was regarded
as other drugs now are, and was dispensed
only at drug stores. Later coffee houses
were started where the beverage was sold.
These became places of vice, a public men
ace, and were frowned down upon by the
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"It is time for another wave of reji
the use of caffein beverages for their t

better classes. Efforts were put forth to
suppress its sale, and in time these ef
forts were crowned with success. A fine
was imposed upon anyone found guilty of
selling it. But like other habit-forming'
drugs, it has loomed up again and again,
and today the use of these beverages is
almost universal. It is about time for an
other wave of reform to sweep through
the land calling upon men and women to
abstain from their use for their own sakes
and for the sake of their posterity.
When a person feels a lack of energy or
feels ambitionless, a cup of coffee or tea
appears to impart new life and energy.
This naturally has led to the belief that
these beverages are nutrients and that they
actually impart strength, This is not the
case, for as far as the nutrition is con
cerned it would require the nutrient prop
erties of at least 500 cups of tea or cof
fee to sustain life for one day merely.
They are used because they stimulate,
or for the same reason that the morphine,
or cocaine addict uses his favorite drug.
Women especially, because of the public
sentiment that prevails against them using
alcoholic beverages and smoking, resort to
the use of coffee and tea.
The fact that the stimulants named are
everywhere sought after, is evidence that
the vitality of the race is at a low ebb. Is
it well for one who feels the lack of en
ergy to resort to these narcotics? The tired,
worn-out horse, attempting to draw a heavy
load, may be assisted with a whip and may
appear greatly improved and strengthened
thereby. But the whip imparts no strength.
To continue such treatment for any length
of time, would result in serious injury. The
whip dissipates or draws upon the little
energy nature would wisely reserve. All the
energy men and women possess can not be
expended in mental or muscular work, the

Up Deceiveth Thee
•I/rough the land calling upon men and women to abstain from
lor the sake of their posterity."
organism needs to hold in reserve a certain
amount to supply energy to the heart, the
Digestive organs, the liver, kidneys, etc., to
do their work. To draw upon the supply
held in reserve to carry forward the im
portant work of these organs, sooner or
later will result in serious injury, for
upon the proper function of these organs
the health of the entire body depends.
The brain cells of a healthy individual
early in the morning are filled with what
is known as energy granules. After a day's
work these cells are smaller, less shapely
and possess only a few energy granules.
When the brain cells are in this state,
it is plain that mental and physical effort
should cease, and that rest and sleep should
be taken to enable the cells to be recharged.
It has been observed, however, by users of
narcotics, that when this feeling comes
over them, a cup of tea or some one of
the other popular beverages apparently
answers the same purpose as rest, for it
imparts a sense of strength and causes the
tired feeling to disappear. The cup of tea
adds no energy granules to the exhausted
cells, it merely enables one to utilize for
muscular or mental effort a few of the
remaining energy granules.
The habitual users of narcotics afford
no opportunity for these cells to ever be
come fully stored with energy granules,
and fulness of life can therefore never be
experienced by them.
No beverage being taking during the
sleeping hours, naturally their narcotic
effect wears off. On awakening in the
morning men and women are made con
scious of their real energy poverty. All
users of narcotics awake in the morning
feeling tired, unrefreshed, and exhausted.
There are women who find they are
scarcely able to get out of bed without
resorting to a cup of tea, men resort to a
cigarette.

It is evident that the slave of narcotics
is carrying on business on borrowed cap
ital and may eventually become a mental
and nervous wreck. The modern use of
these beverages, no doubt, accounts largely
for the many nervous diseases, and the
rapid increase of insanity.
Theine is derived from the tea leaf, caf
feine from the coffee berry, theobromine
from the cocoa seed, strychnia from the
seeds of nuxvomica, morphine from the
poppy. These all act upon the nervous
system in such a manner that one dose in
vites the second, the second invites the
third, and the third demands the fourth,
etc. Thus these habits become fixed, and
we do not realize that we are slaves to
them until an effort is made to abandon
their use..
No less than one-third of the world's in
habitants are tea drinkers, yet tea drinking
is of modern origin; our forefathers knew
nothing of this invention.
Tea is said to have been introduced into
China from Korea about the fourth cen
tury, and became known to European coun
tries in the sixteenth. It was originally
imported into Europe for medicinal rather
than dietetic purposes.
In 1664 a present of two pounds of tea
was made by the East India Company to
Charles II. The price was then about
sixty shilling's per pound. The first men
tion we find of tea in England is in an
act of Parliament passed about this time,
by which it is charged with a duty of one
shilling and sixpence per gallon when drunk
in public houses.
About the year 1666 it became a fash
ionable beverage at court, owing to the ex
ample of Catherine, the queen of Charles
II, who had been addicted to its use in
Portugal. In the year 1678, Bontdkoe, a
Dutch physician, published a treatise in
rage Five

favor of tea as a drug- in certain diseases,
and its general use in so many parts of
Europe is to be attributed to him. Up to
the present century, tea was still so un
common on the continent that it could only
be obtained at chemists, the same as other
drugs. In 1728 the use of tea had so much
grown that the price was reduced to twenty
shillings per pound, and in 1836 it stood at
two shillings per pound.
Germany and the United States are the
greatest coffee drinking countries in the
world, both countries consuming about
fourteen pounds per head annually. America
takes half of the coffee crop of the world.
The importations of coffee in the United
States amounted in 1904 to 1,116,922,651
pounds, worth nearly $100,000,000 at
wholesale rates.
Cocoa as a beverage is of more modern
origin. The amount consumed is consid
erable less than that of tea or coffee, but
its use is becoming more prevalent. It
is only a question of time for it to become
as popular a stimulant as tea or coffee.
A few years ago the British MefUcal
Journal referred to a parliamentary debate
on a bill for Sunday closing of saloons
which called forth from some of the mem
bers remarkable statements concerning tea.
Sir James Ferguson, an old Scotch mem
ber, went so far as to say that he believed
"far more deterioration was caused to our
race by the excessive use of tea than by the
excessive use of beer." He enlarged upon
the evils resulting in Scotland from the
substitution of tea and white bread for
the old time breakfast porridge and milk.
Another member referred to tea as a cause
of insanity, and Sir William Tomlinson also
asserted that tea was doing more harm to
the health of the British nation than beer.
It is not necessary to make a decoction of
tea leaves, and use it as a beverage in
order to obtain the exhilirating effects;
the same results may be obtained by smok
ing the leaves. This clearly proves tea,
like tobacco, to be a poison, not a food; and
that the feeling of well-being produced is
due to intoxication. Tea cigarettes are
even now being used in England, and the
habit is said to be spreading. An effort
has already been made to introduce a bill
into the House forbidding the sale of tea
cigarettes.
The habitual daily indulgence in coffee,
even in moderate quantity, leads in time
to functional disorders of the nervous sys
tem, as well as to the disturbance of di
gestion.
Dr. James Fraser, of Scotland, made a
series of experiments for the purpose of
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determining the influence of tea, coffee,
and cocoa upon stomach digestion. He was
surprised to find that cocoa, instead of
being the least harmful, is more productive
ductive of indigestion than coffee or tea.
The principal alkaloid contained in co
coa is theobromine. Theobromine is similar
in its action to theine and caffein. In
addition to theobromine, cocoa contains an
astringent similar to the tannin in tea,
and also from six to eight per cent of un
defined products, resulting from the fer
mentative action to which the cocoa has
been subjected. The exact composition of
these or their effects upon the human body
is not yet known.
The only consistent teetotalism is that
which abstains from all forms of stimu
lants and narcotics.
We fully believe that the use of tea, cof
fee, or cocoa, when begun in early life,
paves the way for alcoholic intemperance in
later life. The use of a mild stimulant
naturally leads to a stronger one.
Prof. Brillat Savarin, of Paris, in speak
ing of coffee in his work, "Physiology of
the Senses of Taste," published a few
years ago, and translated into German,
says:
"Coffee is a much stronger drink that
people usually believe. A strong man can
live long, and drink two bottles of wine
a day. The same man could not stand the
same quantity of coffee for a great while;
he would become imbecile or die of con
sumption."
Professor Virchow says:
"We have at last arrived at the truth
that caffein, (the quintessence of coffee),
is nothing more nor less than a strong
stimulant, and when taken in large quan
tities, a poison like brandy."
Any man who takes into his system any
kind of stimulant, be it tea, coffee, tobacco,
opium, arsenic, or alcohol, is drunk just in
proportion to the dose taken, and all his
actions will be more or less unnatural.
Frequently nervous patients who have
been advised by me to give up the use of
tea or coffee have said, "0, I can easily
do that. I take it very weak, you know,"
but no matter how weak the tea or coffee
may previously have been taken, there was
usually experienced a severe headache or
other nervous symptoms for thirty-six or
forty-eight hours. They suffer as does the
user of alcohol, morphine, or tobacco, in
their efforts to give up their particular
narcotic. The best evidence that these
beverages are harmful is the fact that they
produce such disagreeable symptoms when
attempting to abandon their use.

The New Rheumatism
G. K. ABBOTT, A. B., M. D.
OR many years chronic rheumatism
was supposed to be a disease of meta
bolism. Following- the leadership of
Haig- of England, uric acid was con
sidered to be responsible for rheumatism
and in fact many other diseases. We now
know that uric acid is responsible for only
a very small number of cases of chronic
rheumatism and that the large majority
of patients with rheumatic symptoms may
trace their troubles directly to a localized
infection principally with a germ known as
the streptococcus, so-called because of its
beaded, wreath-like appearance. This germ
grows under a variety of conditions and in
so doing produces diseases of widely dif
fering' symptoms.
When the streptococcus acquires the
ability to grow at a low temperature it
produces dis
eases of slow
onset and with
a ch r o n i c
such
course,
arthritis
as
d e f ormans,
crippling, but
not killing the
patient. When

F
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CUStomod
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Socket of left bridged tooth almost
completely destroyed. This is open
pyorrhea.

growth at
higher temperature it acquires greater viru
lence and may kill quickly by severe acute
disease such as malignant infection of the
heart. Grown in the presence of much
blood it has a tendency to lodge in the
lungs where there is also much blood, and
there produces pneumonia. Grown in the
presence of but little blood, the streptococ
cus acquires the ability to grow in tissues
which have a poor blood supply, such as
the joints, ligaments, tendons and bones,
and there causes chronic muscular and
joint rheumatism.
It is a well known fact that chilling and
exposure to cold and dampness favor the
development of rheumatism. This is very
well illustrated by the experiment of mix
ing together, in a test tube of media upon
which germs grow well, cultures of both
the pneumococcus and the streptococcus of
rheumatism, and so placing- the tube that
the lower half will be in cool water and
the upper half in warm air. The germ of
pneumonia will grow only in the part of

the tube which is in warm air, while the
germ of rheumatism grows only in that
part of the tube which is kept cold. The
latter dies in the part of the tube which
is kept warm.
Then again, if frogs are inoculated with
the g-erm of pneumonia and kept in cold
water, they remain well, while the germs
die. Conversely, the frogs if kept in warm
water or air, die promptly after beinginoculated. On the other hand if frogs
are inoculated with the streptococcus of
rheumatism and are kept in cold water
they die in from two to seven days, while
if kept in warm water and warm air they
survive, or die much later. This means
that keeping the tissues warm discourages
the growth of the germ of rheumatism.
This is still better shown by the experi
ment done by Dr. Rosenow in inoculating
a rabbit with the streptococcus of rheuma
tism, after which one leg was kept in cold
water and the other in warm air. The
germ lodg-ed plentifully in the leg1 in cold
water, and but little in the leg which
Under conditions of
was kept warm.
warmth it could not grow as well as in
chilled tissues. It has
also been discovered that
the germ grows best
where there is but little
oxygen, as would be the
case with joints, ten-|
dons, etc., which have,
little blood to carry oxy-|
gen.
Besides these pecu-1
liarities of the strepto
coccus it also shows a
to 1
tendency
decided
grow best hi that organ
Or tissue in Which it The light area at the roots
has been growing for siiowa a pocket of infection,
some time. For example, <*utaway from «* air.
if the germ is secured from the appendix
where it has produced appendicitis, and is
then injected into the circulation of an
animal, it will be found to lodge in the
appendix of the animal in sixty-eight per
cent of cases; whereas if the germ is taken
from any other source or sources, it will
lodge in the appendix in only five per cent
of cases.
This means that the germ, by growth
under the conditions of soil and environ
ment peculiar to the tissues of the appenPagc Seven

dix, may be carried all over the body by
the blood stream and hence may lodge in
many places, but grows best in the same
rort of tissues from which it was taken.
It has the "homing" instinct, if you please.

ness. The germ may lodge in the mucous
membrane of the stomach causing a tiny
spot of hemorrhage, and, in the presence of
a high acidity induced by nervousness and
the eating of meats and condiments, an
nicer is started which gradually becomes
larger. This ulcer partially heals under a
milk diet, and then, dietetic vigilance be
ing relaxed, again progresses. This goes on
for some time until finally a cancer be
gins in the depth of the ulcerated area.
At other times .nn epidemic of tonsillitis
is spread at school. Many children have a
mild attack. A few have a severe strepto
coccus sore throat, and one or two of these,
three weeks or several months later, de
velop an acute malignant, and probably
fatal inflammation of the heart valves. An
other young person has frequent sore
throat. He catches cold easily, which colds
are prone to settle on the lungs. He has to
have a tooth treated. The nerve is killed
and a crown fitted. In a couple of weeks
a cold on the lungs with cough develops
and gets worse. X-Ray examination shows
an abscess at the root of this dead tooth.
The tooth in the process of this dentistry
was infected by the germ present in the
throat. The lungs, weakened by the long
continued low grade infection from the
throat, now fall an easy prey to the pres
sure injection of streptococci from the
closed and capped-in abscess at the tip of
the root of the crowned tooth.
These are examples of what is todaycalled focal infection. The starting or
distribution point may be other than the
tonsil or teeth. The bony cavities opening
into the nose may serve as the focus of
infection. Other occasional foci of infec
tion are the appendix, the gall bladder, a
chronic bone abscess and many other rarer
localities of chronic infection.

The streptococcus is the cause of a great
variety of diseases. Ulcer of the stomach
and duodenum, rheumatic fever, heart dis
ease, mumps and shingles are among the
diseases caused by this interesting germ.
Other germs may cause some of these dis
eases but only the streptococcus is so
widely present as a partly harmless but
potentially harmful organism.
It has been shown that the streptococcus
is present in the throats of from six to
seventy-five per cent of persons who are
not at the time suffering from any mani
fest streptococcus disease. While the germ
is present on the surface of the mucous
membrane, even if virulent, it may do no
harm except to serve as a source of infec
tion to others. When the germ gains access
to the crypts or pockets of the tonsils or
lodges about the teeth in pyorrhoea, it may
there lie dormant for weeks or months. In
^oing so it is partially shut away from
the oxygen of the air, possibly also in an
area of poor blood supply and thus it
gradually acquires those properties by
which it may grow in other tissues or
organs.
If a period of ill health supervenes or
one overworks, is chilled or catches cold,
the vital resistance is so lowered that the
body is unable to resist the growth and ex
tension of the infection, and it is at one;;
disseminated by the blood stream or the
lymphatics and lodges in distant parts of
the body. The particular part in which it
lodges and grows will be governed by the
special properties it has acquired, and also
by the factor of some local injury or low
ered resistance of this particular part. For
(Editor's Note.—The next article, will give
example, in rheumatism the joints become instructive case histories showing diseases of
rapidly worse if overstrained in working, focal infection, and will deal with hygienic
or chilled by exposure to cold and damp means oj prevention. )

In order to preserve the health, temperance in all things is necessary,
temperance in labor, temperance in eating and drinking. Our Heavenly
Father sent the light of health reform to guard against evils resulting from
a debased appetite, that those -who love purity and holiness may know how
to use -with descretion the good things He has provided for them, and that
by exercising temperance in daily life they may be sanctified through the
truth. — Christian Temperance and Bible Hygiene," page 52.
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The Reward of Intemperance
ARTHUR N. DONALDSON, M. D.
"Illness following disobedience of physical laws should be regarded as the positive result of rep
rehensible conduct,' '
HE last United States mortality sta
tistics state that one out of every
five deaths is due to heart, kidney
or blood vessel disease. Heart dis
eases alone, largely consequent upon wrong
living, took away 153 out of every 100,000
of our population. This is a higher rate of
mortality than for tuberculosis during the
same period, the white plague holding a
record of 146 for every 100,000. For kidney
cffections, apoplexy, and arterial disturb
ances, 216 per 100,000 is reported. Before
another year roJls around it is estimated
that diseases of the heart will have claimed
200,000 people in the United States. Dis
eases of the kidney, liver and blood vessels
will take another 200,000. Degenerative dis
eases, these diseases due to wrong habits.
They are the most widely spread diseases of
adults today, -the wearing out of heart,
kidneys, arteries and liver by our custom
ary modes of living.

T

We used to look upon reno-cardino-vascular degeneration as belonging exclusively
to old age, but today we find it coming
down into the younger age periods. Why?
Heredity for one thing. The present gen
eration is stamped through the disregard
of a parentage for the science of right liv
ing. Today fifty per cent of tliVboys and
girls of school age have physical defects.
Not only are they born with tissues below
par, and less resistant to disease than a
normal healthy animal, but the principles
of healthful living are ignored in their
training.
One observer caustically states that the
people of America are only fifty per cent
efficient on account of ill health and dis
ease. "This is the result," he says, "of
wrong feeding, cranky immoderation, not
enough air and sunshine, impure and in
sufficient water drinking, alcohol, caffein
and nicotine addiction, and our awful and
absurd use of drugs and patent medicines."
In other words, our absolute ignorance or
our wanton disregard of the subject of
personal hygiene. No wonder we find de
generative diseases coming down into the
younger age period. The modern youth is
sophisticated beyond his years, and asserts
his manhood in an abuse of his body. In

this he is following his elders, and will in
turn pass the seed of degeneration and the
influence of his example on to his poster
ity. Thus rotates the vicious cycle.
It was during the recent draft that at
tention was directed to the alarming ten
dency to degenerative diseases in youth and
young manhood. Statistics here give in
controvertible evidence of the hereditarily
and
defective hearts, kidneys, livers,
arteries, thanks to the sins of the parents.
It has proved another thing. The body
tissues when abused give early evidence
of an insiduous activity which, if allowed
to go on, will result in irrepairable dam
age. On a certain draft board, from eightyseven youths between the ages of eighteen
and twenty-one, sixty-four gave evidence of
the onset of degenerative changes. Seventyfour per cent of this particular group
headed straight for apoplexy, Bright's dis
ease, arterio-sclerosis, heart disease, senil
ity and the kindred tribe of troubles. This
is only a sample of findings, alarming
findings, throughout the states.
What can we do to halt this trend toward
premature decay? We can do two things:
(1) We can preach the gospel of personal
We can first inculcate those
hygiene.
teachings into our own life practice, and
then we can carry it to others by word
and by example. (2) A thorough physical
examination at regular intervals. A wise
individual saves money, teeth and health
by consulting with his dentist every six
months; why is it not good sense to check
up the standing of a host of even more
vital and susceptible tissues occasionally?
The cause or causes of degenerative dis
eases may be summed up in the word "in
Intoxication resulting from
toxication."
overeating, overwork, deficient exercise,
worry, use of tea, coffee, liquor, tobacco,
and a highly stimulating dietary; intoxica
tion resulting from preventable infections
from bad teeth, rotten tonsils and a slug
gish intestine; intoxication resulting from
a high tension existence, both in work and
in play. These are the things that insiduously undermine the vital organs and in
Prophalyxis is
duce premature decay.
then a matter of personal hygiene. ApPage Nine

plied knowledge of the best means of de
strain. Nevertheless it is a degenerative
veloping and maintaining- physical and change and the normal functions of themental vigor will largely eliminate the body are permanently altered. There is no
causative factor.
cure now. The heart enlarges to meet the
An individual thirty years of age who demands of an increased resistance, and
presents himself for physical examination the kidneys, if not already diseased soon
and who is found to have a persistent follow the heart. How essential it is that
blood pressure of 130 millimeters of mercury the trouble be caught before the perman
or more is suffering from an intoxication ent damage is done. The primary hyper
that is leading to definite pathology. He tension is curable; the degeneration re
has what is termed "hyper-tension." It sultant from persistent hyper-tension,
is a danger signal, a warning from Nature first-transitory, is incurable. It is like ata
that certain habits, certain conditions must cut in a tire. If not closed it
ultim
be corrected if health is to be preserved. ately be the site of irrepairable will
damage,
Such a finding indicates that the heart and a blow-out.
vascular system is put under an unneces
sary strain. A toxic substance is being
Let us controvert Metchinkoff's state
produced which
stimulates, intoxicates ment, "No one dies a natural death; we
all commit suicide through wrong living
in which we persist despite warnings."
Suicide is a crime. A Christian will not be
guilty. Wrong habits of living have no
part in the true Christian experience. He
will reform his ways as he sees the light,
and he will become, himself, a true re
former, a teacher.
That is what the
world needs today.
It is said that out of sickness and disease,
seventy-five per cent of all crime is born.
If this is so, hygiene can prevent more
crime than law. Hygiene can prevent it
because fully sixty per cent of the defects
lowering mental activity and moral re
sistance are preventable. Long ago Descrates said, "If it be at all possible to
Your pressure at twenty years shoukl be 120 millimeters of
mercury.
ennoble mankind it will be through medi
It increases one millimeter every two years. The
blood pressure of a vegetarian runs a. little lower.
cine." Not the kind of stuff that some
the muscle of the arterial wall, causing a folks pour down their throats, but the big
narrowing of the lumen of the vessel. This gest thing in the science of medicine today,
increases the resistance offered to the flow -—prevention. Prevention of disease in our
of the blood, and consequently increases selves, /or the sake of ourselves, and for
the strain on the vessel. If it becomes the sake of our children. Prevention in
evident to nature that this abnormal strain our children for the sake of themselves and
is to be more or less of a constant affair, for what the future may hold. Prevention
a permanent alteration is made in the wall is active medicine, not passive. It takes
of the vessel, which is, in reality, a pro determined effort to offset the propen
tective effort to strengthen the artery and sities of the flesh. Let us so do and teach
put it in better shape to withstand the others.
If you regard your life you should eat
plain food, prepared in the simplest man
ner and take more physical exercise. Vol.
5, p. 311.
___
It is as truly a sin to violate the laws of
our being as it is to break the Ten Com
mandments. To do either is to break God's
laws. Those who transgress the law of
God in their physical organism, will be
inclined to violate the law of God spoken
from Sinai. "Christian Temperance and
Bible Hygiene," p. 53.
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The observance of temperance and regu
larity in all things has a wonderful power.
It will do more than circumstances or
natural endowments in promoting that
sweetness and serenity of disposition which
counts so much in smoothing life's path
way. At the same time the power of selfcontrol thus acquired will be found one of
the most valuable equipments for grap
pling successfully with the stern duties
and realities that await every human be
ing. "Education," p. 206.

The Medical Evangelist in China
r-4V|fti*<M&
I. H. EVANS, Shanghai, China
'' We could use one hundred consecrated doctors at the present time in China if we only had them. '
HINA is probably the most needy
country, along medical lines, in Asia.
The reason for this lies back in
Chinese history, and may be ac
counted for by the fact that the Chinese
people have for centuries been going back
ward instead of forward, and until the
past fifty years have failed to make pro
gress such as is seen in Western nations.
Long before the Christian era, China at
tained a high position in medicine, and its
physicians were noted throughout the East
for their skill and efficiency; but for many
centuries now China has been living on its
past history, and has failed to keep pace
with the program of medical science.
The Chinese physician receives little or
no training in a medical school but by his
own use of herbs and drugs, or by copying
the methods used by some other doctor, he
begins the practice of medicine. Concern
ing the Chinese doctor, J. Dyer Ball says:
"The native doctor is a curious character;
he passes no examination; he requires no
qualification. He may have failed in busi
ness and set up as a physician, for which
he requires no stock in trade, medical in
struments being almost unknown. ... If he
can get an old book of prescriptions from
another retiring practitioner, so much the
better for him. He is now fit to kill or
cure as chance may will it, or as his ignor
ance, or fortuitous circumstances may de
cree. The doctor most entitled to confidence
in the sight of his countrymen is the man
whose father has been one before him, and
the confidence increases should his grand
father have followed the same calling. This
it might be supposed was due to an ignor
ant belief in the influence of heredity; but,
as it is stated by the Chinese, the value in
their eyes consists in the son or grandson
possessing all the books of preemptions of
his sires. Thus provided, he is ready to be
gin his empirical career. Fees vary accord
ing to the class of man and his patients,
and according to the place of residence,
whether it be a fashionable quarter or a
poor suburb, or whether it be town or coun
try. The enormous sum of perhaps thirty
cents or half a dollar may be charged per
visit, if he comes in his sedan to see his
patient, and of this amount a large pro
portion would go for the chair and the rest
for the doctor himself. Should he belong
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to the humbler ranks and come on foot, his
fee is proportionately cheaper. He puts on
a solemn air and has quite an owl-like look,
as he peers out of the semi-darkness of a
Chinese bedroom through his great goggleshaped glasses, each lens of which is two
inches across and set in huge, uncouth,
copper frames. The thing of the greatest
importance is feeling the different pulses
of the human system, of which the Chinese
count a number. The pulse of each wrist
is felt, and each is divided into three, which,
according to the light or heavy character
of the pressure, indicates a different organ
of the body; so, by thus feeling the pulses,
the states of a dozen real or imaginary
Having then
organs are determined.
learned by the pressure of these three at
each pulse the seat of the disease, a few
questions may be asked by the doctor, but
these are scarcely considered necessary. A
prescription, sometimes composed of the
most horrible and nauseous compounds, is
prepared in large doses, for the native idea
is that the larger the t'osc, the more likely
it is to prove efficacious. In prescribing
for natives, the foreign doctors have to
be most careful, as most ludicrous cases
have occurred, such as the paper being
swallowed by the sick, as well as the
powder, or pill, it contained.
"Amongst their medicines, besides some
that are to be found in our Western
Materia Medica, are snake skins, fossils,
rhinoceros or hartshorn shavings, silkworm
and human secretions, asbestos, moths,
oyster-shells, etc. Almost anything that is
disgusting is considered good as a medicine.
Apothecaries' shops abound where the
doctors' prescriptions are made up, or
where the patients themselves procure
medicines as they think they require them.
Quack advertisements are placarded on al
most every blank wall.
"The manner in which the Chinese treat
their physicians is rather peculiar. Should
a speedy cure not result from the doctor's
treatment, the patient calls in another, and,
if no better, yet another, and so on in
rapid succession, until, all human aid fail
ing, he perchance at last goes to- his gods,
if he has not already tried them before.
"It is not an uncommon sight to see a
woman waving a child's jacket in her hand
in the street, while she croons in a
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monotonous voice to the spirit of the sick
child to return to the body from whence,
the child being in an unconscious or coma
tose condition, it is supposed to have fled."
China is woefully lacking- in all things
that pertain to modern, up-to-date medical
science. At the present time she has a few
medical schools, supported by foreigners or
by the national government, but they are
wholly inadequate for the training of the
number of physicians that are needed to
meet the needs of the 400,000,000 people
in China.
The other day, when on a street-car in
Shanghai, I saw a large crowd, so I left
the car, and went over to see what was
taking place. It was a Chinese doctor, giv
ing a sort of a circus performance to hold
the crowd while he and his associates dealt
out medicines and gave treatments to the
patients. In the very heart of the foreign
concession in China, I saw the quakery
that the Chinese doctor performs on the
sick. Their methods were as crude as it
was possible for one to conceive, and yet
great crowds of people were flocking to
them, and submitting to the most cruel
kind of physical suffering, taking any kind
of medicine the doctor prescribed, hoping
to receive help.
One man had a swollen leg, which was
purple either from mortification, lack of
circulation, or medicines that he had used.
His ankle and foot were swollen in a very
bad manner. The doctor took a piece of
paper, put it in a bamboo cup, and then
setting it on fire, he stuck it on the man's
foot. This caused a blister, burning the
skin on a surface about two and a half
inches in diameter. Then they rubbed the
burn with some concoction. No bandage
was applied, and the poor man went away
barefooted, on the dirty, infected streets.
Another man had three of these cups
applied to his back and then it was rubbed
with stringent medicines creating irrita
tion. No examination was made, no diag
nosis whatever was given, but every one
submitted to the same kind of treatment,
and seemed to be taking the same kind of
medicine. There are millions of people
in China who have never come in contact
with a foreign doctor. Here is found the
proof of the "survival of the fittest," for
surely these Chinese people dp not live by
any help that their doctors give them.
One would think that the Chinese would
shun such -physicians, but they are anxious
for medicine and gladly take what the
doctor gives. They do not care how bitter
it tastes, nor what quantities they must
take; if only they can swallow a drug, they
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think they are on the way to recovery.
Many serious maladies and diseases prevail
here, and rational remedies and hygiene
are almost unknown.
ARE YOU READY TO RESPOND?

It is remarkable how rapidly the people
respond to treatments such as we give in
our institutions. I have never seen any
people respond to rational remedies as
readily as do the Chinese. They seem to
have tremendous powers of recuperation,
and only need half a chance, when they
will rally with such surprising rapidity
that one wonders how it is possible for
one so sick to recover so speedily.
We could use one hundred consecrated
evangelical doctors at the present time in
China if we only had them. There is no
way to the Chinese heart so sure as to re
lieve his physical suffering. This gives
the medical evangelist a good standing with
the native, and affords a splendid oppor
tunity to enter the homes of Chinese, and
become acquainted with the family, which
is almost imperative, if one is to be able
to lead these people to Christ.
The little work that we have done along
medical lines has met with a most hearty
and sympathetic reception by the Chinese,
and oftentimes leads these people to an in
vestigation of the Gospel, and even to be
coming believers in Christ.
I should deeply regret, if in our work
in the future, we drift into the practice of
medicine merely as a profession, and our
physicians and helpers find nothing but
the profession itself that appeals to them.
What China needs more than anything else
is to find Christ, and the medical evange
list, who will teach the people to care for
their bodies and the best methods of keep
ing well, has a wonderful opportunity to
bring Christ to them.
There is scarcely any literature in circu
lation in the Chinese language along med
ical lines, and the people are as ignorant
of the light that our people understand so
fully as it is possible to be. Then we
must not forget that only about five per
cent of the Chinese people are able to
read. It is said that not one in a thousand,
and some writers say not one in ten
thousand, and others put it only one in
forty thousand of the women can read.
This means that physicians and medical
workers must come here possessed of great
tact and patience, and live with these peo
ple, learn to love them, and give their
lives for them. Wherever we have under
taken this kind of work, the people readily
respond and come to us so that we have
at the present time been unable to handle
our medical work in the proper way.

Our medical school in Loma Linda can
train medical evangelists for this great
ield, but they must have the spirit of
'hrist consuming their lives. We can use
as many doctors possessed of this spirit as
it is possible for the school to send to us.
Lint merely professional men who see noth; ng beyond the profession of medicine will
iot be what we need in this field at the
present time.
Our little sanitarium in Shanghai has
been filled for a year, and patients have
been compelled to wait weeks for oppor
tunity to get into the institution. We do
not have in this institution the trained
nurses and helpers we need to make its
work all that it ought to be, but God has
greatly blessed from the beginning in this
vork.
Doctor Davenport in Yencheng has also
ocently built a little hospital and dispens

ary. He occupies a central position in a
large territory among many thousands of
Chinese who are without the help of a for
eign physician. There is no province in
China that does not need this kind of
work. There is a general demand through
out the whole country for trained Christian
medical men, and we ought to step into
these openings as rapidly as men who will
give their lives to this work can be found.
Cod is not honored when the body is
neglected or abused, and it is thus unfitted
for His service. To care for the body by
providing for it food that is relishable and
strengthening is one of the first duties of
the householder. It is far better to have
less expensive clothing and furniture than
to stint the supply of food. "Ministry of
Healing," p. 320.

The Whole Man for Righteousness
and for Life
MILTON C. WILCOX
''Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God."

G

OD made man a tripartite being com
posed of body, soul and spirit. The
Creator placed man at the head of
all earth's created works, and gave
iiim dominion over them all. Gen. 26:28.
1. We all know what is meant by the
body, man's physical nature, the flesh. It
is made up of its various parts which in
aim are composed of various tissues and
>ells, and is constantly undergoing change
;ts cells die and are renewed; and yet
through all the wondrous changes of years
the body preserves its identity. It is built
!il> and maintained by the food and nourshment given it.
2. The soul, the life of the body, common
;o all living creatures. The term takes
., broader meaning than this, sometimes re
ferring to the whole man, sometimes to the
iiind and emotions; but we use it here of
he animal sentient principle, the life of the
iody, common to all animal life. In Levitius 17:11 we read: "For the life of the
flesh is in the blood." See also Gen. 9:4.
This soulical life is fed and nourished by
ilie air we breathe, the water we drink,
;he food we eat, the sunshine we absorb.
Kemove these and the soul dies.

3. The spirit is the higher life from God,
which brings man into communion with God
and lifts him above the mere animal. It is
fed and nourished and made strong direct
from the great divine Fountain of Life,
Jesus Christ, by His Spirit and through
His word. "The words that I speak unto
you," says Jesus, "they are spirit, and they
are life." John 6:63. "For the word of
God is living and active, and sharper than
any two edged sword, and piercing even
to the dividing of soul and spirit, of both
joints and marrow and quick to discern the
thoughts and intents of the heart." Heb.
4:12.
Of this food of life speaks the prophet:
"Thy words were found and I did eat
them, and Thy words were unto me a joy
and the rejoicing of the heart; for I am
called by Thy name, O, Jehovah." Jer. 15:16.
This higher life flows to us beneficially
always through the channel of the law of
righteousness. For "In the way of right
eousness is life; and in the pathway thereof
there is no death." Prov. 12:28. "For the
commandment is a lamp; and the law is
light; and reproofs of instruction are the
way of life." Prov. 6:23.
(Continued from page 22)
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It is "the laiv of life in Christ Jesus" the margin of the A. R. V.; also 1 Cor.
that makes the sinner free; for "the spirit 15:44-46, where the contrast is drawn beis life because of righteousness." Rom. tween the soulical fallen Adam and the
8: 2, 10. The spirit life is direct from spiritual, life-giving Christ.
God, fed from divine sources, but never
The only way the higher life can be
apart from the righteousness of God.
restored is through faith in Jesus Christ.
It follows then that those who depart No effort or scheme of humanity can lift
from His law of righteousness become the natural man above the perverted soulical
"darkened in their understanding, alien- life> But "if any man be in Christ, he is
ated from the life of God, because of th3 a new creature, the old things are passed
ignorance that is in them, because of the a
beho]d th
become new „ 2 Cor
hardening of their heart. Eph. 4:18.
5:17. The old order is restored and the
THE RULING LIFE
spirit becomes dominant over the soul. To
believers
come the
word:
It needs no argument to
"These things (of faith and
prove that it was God's design
life) have 1 written unto you,
that the spirit life was to rule
that ye may know that ye have
the man, that soul and body
eternal life, even unto you that
should do its bidding, and thus
believe on the name of the Son
bring men in every part under
of God." 1 John 5:13. (Read
the control of the divine, a
verses 11, 12.) That life, the
living temple in which God
spirit life, the eternal life, no
would reign supreme, and to
man possesses unless he is in
whom soul and body would
Christ Jesus. "For he that
render supreme homage and
hath the Son hath the life, and
service. That was God's design
he that hath not the Son of
in the beginning before sin
God hath not the life." Only
marred His perfect creation.
in Christ is the primal, domin
That is God's design now, to be
ant spirit life restored.
restored in Christ Jesus.
But strange to say the orig
To the individual Christian,
Inspiration thus speaks: "Know
inal perverter of all good,
through whom man lost his life,
ye not that your body is a
has deceived millions into be
temple of the Holy Spirit which
is in you, which you have from
lieving that they may use the
soul-life as they will if they
God? and ye are not your own;
believe in Christ; they may eat
for ye were bought with a
what they will and drink what
price; glorify God therefore in
they will if the spirit is all
your body." 1 Cor. 6: 19, 2,
right.
A. R. V. To an aggregation of
Christian souls the word comes,
But, my reader, the spirit is
not right nor is it doing the
"Know ye not that ye are the
right work by you unless it con
temple of God and that the
trols the life of the soul and
Spirit of God dwelleth in you?
body, and hence of the things
If any man destroyeth the ternpie of God, him shall God de- -can i a** God to live in a tobacco that nourish the soulical man.
stroy; for the temple of God ^med and poison saturated body?" This means a proper amount
is holy, and such are ye."
of sunshine and fresh air.
1 Cor. 4: 16, 17.
It means an intelligent supervision and
The prince of death entered this temple choice of the foods which feed the soul-life,
of God by the way of soul and body. The the blood, and which in turn builds the
soul life yielded to the devil, broke from body tissue.
the higher life and committed, or subordinThe spirit ruling means that all toxins
ated the body to the perverted, lower life or poisons like alcohol, absinthe, cocaine,
of the soul. Man thus separated himself and all their kindred ilk in the body shall
from God and lost his spiritual life, be- be regarded as deadly enemies to the spirit's
cause "alienated from the life of God" control.
through departure from the law of God.
It means that the filthy use of tobacco,
And since that time no man of Adam's snuffing, chewing, smoking, shall be forrace has by inheritance the spiritual life, ever eschewed, or banished, that it may
He is a soulical man, called in 1 Cor. 2:14 neither defile nor destroy the marvelous
the "natural man" literally the "soulical" human temple in which the great God
or "psychical" or "unspiritual" man. See would by His Spirit be pleased to make His
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(Continued on I'age 23)

MEDICAL
EDUCATION
THE PRINCIPLES WHICH SHOULD CONTROL IN MEDICAL EDUCATION
Newton Evans, M. D.

S WE face a new year in the history
of our medical school, and as many
of us are just entering upon the
medical students' career, it is well
for us to pause and consult the chart and
compass, and take our bearings by review
ing the salient points in the body of
principles which should guide our voyage
during the course of preparation for the
medical missionary enterprise.
1. The first thought is that we have a
definite guide for our educational program,
namely, the Spirit of Prophecy. Through
this agency has come much instruction re
garding the conduct of the medical mission
ary work of the denomination, and much
definite instruction for this particular in
stitution, the Loma Linda College of Med
ical Evangelists.
If our school is to succeed in any real
sense in accomplishing the purpose of its
existence, it behooves us to study carefully
this pattern and implicity follow the out
line.
2. The Bible should be the basis of med
ical school education as it is the basis of
all true education. "The fear of the Lord
is the beginning of wisdom."
"The Holy Scriptures were the essential
study in the school of the prophets and
they should hold the first place in every
educational system; for the foundation of
all right education is a knowledge of
God. Used as a text book in our schools,
the Bible will do for the mind and morals
what cannot be done by books of science
and philosophy. As a book to discipline
and strengthen the intellect, to ennoble,
purify and refine the character, it is with
out a rival." "Counsel to Teachers."
"If medical students will study the Word
of God diligently they will be far betterprepared to understand their other studies,
for enlightenment always comes from an
earnest study of the Word of God. Nothing
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else will so help to give them a retentive
memory as a study of the Scriptures. Let
our medical missionary workers understand
that the more they become acquainted with
God and with Christ, and the more they
become acquainted with Bible history, the
better prepared will they be to do their
work." "Counsel to Teachers."
"When the Word of God takes possession
of the minds of teachers, then they are
fitted to deal with the education of others.
The Word of God is to stand as the founda
tion of all education." "Loma Linda Mes
sages."
"God would have all who profess to be
gospel medical missionaries learn the les
sons of the great Teacher. The one book
that is essential for all to study is the
Bible. ... In our medical schools and in
stitutions we need men who have a deeper
knowledge of the Scriptures." "Loma Linda
Messages."
3. It is important to have a clear under
standing of the relation existing between
the truths of revelation as found in the
Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy, and socalled scientific knowledge. There is a
large class who hold that these two phases
of knowledge are in the nature of things,
entirely separate and have no possible re
lation ; not realizing that all the laws of
Nature are the laws of God, and that there
is absolute harmony and unity between
revealed truth when rightly understood, and
all true science.
"God is the author of science. Scientific
research opens to the mind vast fields of
thought and information, enabling us to
see God in His created works. Ignorance
may try to support skepticism by appeal
ing to science; but instead of upholding
skepticism, true science contributes fresh
evidence of the wisdom and power of God.
Rightly understood, science and the writ
ten Word agree, and each sheds light on
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the other. Together they lead us to God,
by teaching us something of the wise and
beneficient laws through which He works."
"Counsel to Teachers."
4. No medical missionary student or
worker should be satisfied without making
every possible effort to reach the highest
degree of scientific attainment.
"Every physician, every nurse, every
helper, who has anything to do in God's
service, must aim at perfection. Nothing
short of this standard is pleasing to Him
who has called us to be co-laborers with
Him. And especially should those who
are in training to act as His medical mis
sionaries turn resolutely from every temp
tation to be satisfied with a superficial
knowledge of their profession." "Counsel
to Teachers."
"The light that God has given in medical
missionary lines will not cause His people
to be regarded as inferior in scientific
medical knowledge, but will fit them to
stand upon the highest emminence." "Coun
sel to Teachers."
Certainly a conscientious adherence to
the spirit of this instruction is not compatable with the teaching and practice of

some of the pseudo-scientific cults, such as
the Christian Scientists, who hold that sin
and sickness do not really exist, and that
it is not necessary to study and practice
the laws of hygiene and sanitation. Nor
are these instructions being carried out by
the other pseudo-medical cults who look
upon all diseases as the result of simple
anatomical displacements and curable by
manipulations directed to the corrections
of these imaginary conditions, and who in
practice do not provide time and facilities
for an adequate study of the underlying
scientific facts concerned in the cause, pre
vention and cure of disease.
5. In our teaching and in our medical
practice, we should keep in mind the great
principles underlying the causation of dis
ease, remembering that all disease is the
result of failure to live in harmony with
the laws of Nature, that all sickness and
death are the result of sin. Accordingly
the principle factor in the cure of disease
is the removal of its causes and the most
important part of our work is the preven
tion of diseases and the instruction of the
people as to how to live in harmony with
God's law.

FIRST YEAR MEDICAL STUDENTS
FIRST ROW. Left to right: 1C. E, Oetzlaff. C. L, Ahrens. R. W. Starr. A. C. Christensen, P. J. Tunnell, H. J. Hagen. andJ.D. Rogers
SECOND ROW: D. G. Edwards. A. H. Foster. E. S. Maxson, Mary Dale, Ruth Madison. Fthel Hennessy, Olive Hillman, C. A. Nies
THIRD ROW: O H. Pratt, H G Leland. F. V BuhlID E. Stew :in, T. 0. Reynolds, C. 1''. .Birkenstock, A. C. Atwood, J. J. Gomes,
B. H. Lord. A. C. Robins, I<. H. Carty.and I-, J. Clark.
FOURTH ROW: H. A. Erickson. H. C. RarrOTi, H. D. Wheeler. A. J. Halkins. C. A. Gregory, A. W. Kosky. V. L. Kum, H.K.Amlerson.
KIKTH ROW: D. W. Semmens. C. C. Williams, H. G. MoCarnly. G. A. Johnstone, E. E. Gloor. and R. M. Hippach.
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This great principle is enunciated in the
following quotation from Testimony, Vol.
7, p. 74: "The intelligent Christian phy
sician has a constantly increasing realiza
tion of the connection between sin and
disease. He strives to see more and more
clearly the relation between cause and ef
fect."
6. The next principle is in reality an out
growth of the one just outlined and is pre
sented in the latter part of the paragraphs
just quoted. "The intelligent Christian phy
sician sees that those who are taking the
nurses' course should be given a thorough
education in the principles of health re
form ; that they should be taught to be
strictly temperate in all things, because
carelessness in regard to the laws of health
is inexcusable in those set apart to teach
others how to live."
And if this principle applies to the nurses
in training, it just as surely applies to all
other medical workers. Only those can be
truly teachers of health who keep the laws
of health. The men who try to teach others
the truths of healthful living but do not
themselves follow these truths in their
own lives can have little influence for good.
Christ was able to speak with authority in
His teaching, because He had learned the
truth by practicing it. He said, when
asked the secret of His power, "He that
will do His will shall know of the doc
trine." In our lives as medical missionaries
we should not look upon the laws of health
ful living as unreasonable restrictions, but
should have such a "love of the truth"
that we will enthusiastically carry out in
our own lives the details which we learn.
We will not, for instance, look upon the facts
relating to eating of flesh meat and avoid
ing soda in our cooking as arbitrary re
ligious restrictions, but as details of
natural laws, which are God's laws, and
with which we are anxious to comply.
7. The next principle to be emphasized is
closely related to the preceeding. The most
effective way to teach and to learn is by
doing. We call it the laboratory method.
This method is followed and should be fol
lowed in our teaching just as far as we
can see our way clear in doing it.
8. Another principle which is repeatedly
emphasized in the instruction given by the
Spirit of Prophecy for our medical school
is the importance of avoiding the spending
of time and energy in studying mere
"theories."
"Study the Bible more and the theories
of the medical fraternities less, and you will
have greater spiritual health. Your mind
will be clearer and more vigorous. Much

that is embraced in the medical course is
positively unnecessary. Those who take
a medical training spend a great deal of
time in learning that which is merely rub
bish. Many of the theories that they learn
may be compared in value to the traditions
and maxims taught by the Scribes and
Pharisees. Many of the intricacies with
which they have to become familiar are an
injury to their minds." "Loma Linda Mes
sages," p. 190.
In view of this pointed instruction it is
plain that it should be our continued effort
to emphasize the practical and minimize
the greatest possible degree the subject
matter which is of only theoretical value;
striving1 to avoid the unnecessary and nonessential.
"All unnecessary matters should be
weeded from the course of study, and only
such studies placed before the student as
will be of real value to him. With these
alone he needs to become familiar, that
he may secure the life which measures with
the life of God."
9. Simplicity in teaching. Jesus, the
greatest teacher in the history of mankind
is our model in simplicity in teaching.
The most effective things and methods and
men are always the most simple. Many
of the most complicated methods and ap
paratus used in medicine are unnecessary
in the real practice of medicine. For in
stance, one of the most wonderful and com
plicated instruments introduced into medi
cal practice in recent years is an electric
apparatus for the examination of the heart,
the electrocardiograph. This has been of
much value in enabling medical investigat
ors to discover and understand many
things about the diseases of the heart. But
it has been learned that notwithstanding
the great things which have been learned
from its use, it can be entirely dispensed
with in actual practice, because, as it has
been expressed by one of the best informed
men working in this field of medical
science, there is nothing which its use
can reveal about a diseased heart which
cannot be recognized by the simple, ordin
ary methods of examination.
10. In the field of methods of treatment,
we have very definite instructions. Two
points are of special importance. First,
the avoidance of the use of poisonous
drugs. The second is the emphasis of the
importance of using the so-called physiolog
ical methods of treatment including proper
diet, hydrotherapy, mechano-therapy, elec
trotherapy and taking advantage of fresh
air, sunlight, pure water, and out-door life.
11. The last of the principles which we
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include in this enumeration pertains to the quacks," who advertise their "business"
spirit in which our medical work should immense gilded signs, and flaring notices by
in
be done as it relates to our patients and the newspaper, but whose work is cheap and
those for whom we work, and is expressed of poor quality, done for the financial gain
in the repeated warnings against "commer and not for the love of relieving suffering.
cialism." Our medical work should not be
Let us then look forward to the life of
carried on as a business, but as a vocation; the medical missionary, following
in the
not to see how much we can get out of footsteps of our Master, who chose His
our work, but how much we can put into field of labor where He was most needed,
it; not how much money we can get, but and not where it was a matter of competi
how much service we can render.
tion to do a work which someone else
It has seemed to me difficult to exactly was already doing and which he wanted to
define what is comprehended in the term do for the purpose of gain or self-aggran
"commercialism." It will perhaps help us dizement.
to understand more clearly what is meant
by considering the work of certain men.
With our first parents intemperance re
On the one hand we see the life and work
sulted
in the loss of Eden. Temperance in
of such men as Doctor Grenfell among the
poor fishermen on the coast of Labrador, all things has more to do with our restora
who gives his entire life and energy and tion to Eden than we realize. "Ministry
medical ability to relieving the spiritual of Healing/' p. 129.
and material needs of those unfortunate
people, not for the love of gain, but for the
Eating, drinking and dressing are carried
joy of doing as Christ did. On the other to such excess that they become crimes.
hand as an example of commercialism or They are among the marked sins of the
the use of professional training as a means last days, and constitute a sign of Christ's
of making money we may look at the work soon coming. "Christian Temperance and
of the men who are called "advertizing Bible Hygiene," p. 12.

The Purpose of the College of Medical Evangelists and the History
of Its Development No. 3
J. A. BURDEN
N THE messages that have been quoted
from the Spirit of Prophecy in former
articles, great emphasis has been placed
upon the importance, because of the
great tourist traffic, of establishing strong
institutional work in various places in
southern California. In a letter written
November 1, 1905, Sister White said: "The
matter was presented to me that many
sanitariums would have to be established in
southern California for there would be a
great inflowing of people there. Many
would seek that climate."

I

AN IMPORTANT WORK

"There is a special work to be done at
this time, a work of great importance.
Light has been given me that a sanitarium
should be established near Los Angeles, in
some rural district.
"The buildings secured for this work
should be out of the city, in the country,
so that the sick may have the benefit of
out-door life. It is the purpose of God
that a sanitarium shall be established at
some suitable place near Los Angeles. This
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institution is to be managed carefully and
faithfully by men who have clear spiritual
discernment, and who have also financial
ability, men who can carry the work for
ward successfully, as faithful stewards."
"The idea that a sanitarium should not
be established unless it could be started
free from debt, has put the brakes upon
the wheels of progress. In building meet
ing houses, I have had to borrow money,
in order that something might be done at
once. 1 have been obliged to do this, in
order to fulfill the directions of God. For
the past twenty years I have been borrow
ing money and paying interest on it, to
ostablish schools and sanitariums and to
build meeting houses.
The institutions
thus established and the churches built
have been the means of bringing many to
the truth. Thus the tithe has been in
creased, and workers have been added to
the Lord's forces.
With this definite instruction outlining
just what should be done, when the oppor
tunity came to purchase the Glendale

Sanitarium property at a very low price,
two or three persons advanced $1000 and
assumed the responsibility. Later the con
ference raised a little over $5000 in dona
tions and pledges and purchased the Glendale Sanitarium.

to prevent disease by wise foresight. By
means of these lectures the patients may
be shown the responsibility resting on them
to keep the body in the most healthful
condition because it is the Lord's pur
chased possession.

PURPOSE OF SANITARIUMS

CO-OPERATION WITH GOD IN HEALING

In a letter dated February 4, 1905 she
writes as follows:
"The remark is often made, by one and
another, why depend so much on sanitar
iums? Why do we not pray for the
miraculous healing of the sick, as the people
of God used to do? In the early history of
our work many were healed by prayer. And
some, after they were healed, pursued the
same course in the indulgence of appetite,
that they had followed in the past. They
did not live and work in such a way as
to avoid sickness. They did not show that
they appreciated the Lord's goodness to
them. Again and again they were brought
to suffering through their own careless,
thoughtless course of action. How could
the Lord be glorified in bestowing on
them the gift of healing?"

"The sick may look to the great Healer
as they do all that is possible to be done
.on their part, co-operating with Him who
so loved the world that He gave His only
begotten son, that whosoever believeth in
Him should not perish, but have everlasting
life. He who would be healed must cease
to transgress the law of God. He must
cease to lead a life of sin. God cannot
bless the one who continues to bring upon
himself disease and suffering by violating
the laws of heaven. But the Holy Spirit
comes with a healing power to those who
cease to do evil and learn to do well.
"I think I have answered the question,
why do we not pray for the healing of
the sick, instead of having sanitariums?
The education of many souls is at stake.
In the providence of God, instruction has
been given that sanitariums be established,
in order that the sick may go to them, and
learn how to live healthfully? The estab
lishment of sanitariums is a providential
arrangement, whereby people from all
places are to be reached and made ac
quainted with truth for this time. It is
for this reason that we urge that sanitar
iums be established in many places out
side of our cities."
Bearing the above instruction in mind
as a part of the Lord's purpose for the
carrying forward of His work in southern
California, we can better understand the
calls that have been made for extraordin
ary movements in this field. As outlined
in former articles, earlier in 1904 Sister
White borrowed money at the bank, and
with the assistance of others, purchased
the Potts Sanitarium at San Diego, now
known as the Paradise Valley Sanitarium.
San Diego having been shown her in
vision as one of the places where a sani
tarium should be established.
Scarcely was the Paradise Valley Sani
tarium purchased when the Lord, through
Sister White, laid before the ministers of
the Southern California Conference the
urgency of establishing yet another sani
tarium near Los Angeles. Notwithstand
ing the financial burdens necessarily con
nected with the purchasing and establish
ing of these two institutions early in
1905, a call was made to establish a me
morial for God in another important center.

CHARACTER OF SANATARIUM WORKERS

"Great care should be shown in choosing
young people to connect with our sanitar
iums. Those who have not the love of the
truth in the soul should not be chosen. The
sick need to have wise words spoken to
them. The influence of every worker should
make an impression on minds in favor of
the religion of Christ. Light has been
given me that the young people chosen to
connect with our sanitariums should be
those who give evidence that they have
been apt learners in the school of Christ.
"It is to save the souls as well as to cure
the bodies of men and women that our
sanitariums, at much expense, are estab
lished. God designs that by means of them,
the rich and the poor, the high and the
low, shall find the bread of heaven and
the water of life.
"I will thus explain the reasons why we
have sanitariums. It is to gather in a class
of people who will become intelligent upon
health reform, and will learn how to re
gain health and to prevent sickness by
following right habits of eating and drink
ing and dressing. As a part of the treat
ment, lectures should be given regarding
the right choice and preparation of foods,
showing that foods may be prepared so as
to be wholesome and nourishing, and at
the same time appetizing and palatable.
These lectures should be diligently kept up
as a means of instructing the patients how
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Goading the Nervous System
H. W. VOLLMER, M. D.
Are You Consistent in Your Temperance Ideals?
HE Creator has so ordered affairs
in this life that all of the normal
functions and processes of our beingshould give pleasure as well as build
up the body. For example, our food should
be pleasing- to the eye, and to the normal
taste as well as to give strength to our
body. "Eat ye that which is good, and
let your soul delight itself in fatness." The
natural flavor of food, under normal con
ditions, is all the stimulant that we need
to excite the secretion of the digestive juices
and enhance the process of digestion. The
desire for stimulants and condiments arises
only as we fail to appreciate the natural
flavors; and that we may not tire of any
one certain kind, a variety of different
flavors is placed in our foods. But man,
not being satisfied with being "made up
right" in the image of God, "has sought
out many inventions," and among them,
stimulants and condiments. Not only stim
ulants and condiments in our food, but
also in recreation, reading and business.
All these were designed by God to give
pleasure, to produce normal growth and
to be a source of real satisfaction to man.
A large majority have developed perverted
tastes for these things.
How about our reading ? Do we not
often find people indulging in abnormal
mental food? Food which may be classed
as mental condiments or stimulants? How
often we find it taking the place of, or
mixed in with good books. Trashy reading
matter is by far a greater evil than the
use of condiments and stimulants in our
food. The abnormal stimulation of the
mind by exciting and pernicious literature
brings one to the place where he does not
appreciate good literature. The habit for
these things once formed is harder to over
come than the habit of the individual who
thinks he must have mustard and pepper in
his food, or tea and coffee to drink. We
may have mental dyspepsia caused by the
use of condiments in our literature just as
verily as gastric dyspepsia from the use of
them in our foods. This class of reading
weakens the mind and we lose the power
of discernment between right and wrong.
The reading of cheap literature is perhaps
as potent a factor in the cause of crime
as is alcohol, and has led to the downfall
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of many a boy and girl. Just as our food
should give us pleasure and satisfaction, as
well as build up and strengthen our bodies,
even so our reading should do the same for
us mentally. "Study to show thyself to
be approved of God, a workman that
needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing
the Word of Truth."
We often excuse ourselves by thinking
that we must have light reading to rest
the weary mind, but we should know that
nothing will rest the mind like the study
of God's Word, and meditation upon His
precious promises. "This is the rest where
with ye may cause the weary to rest, and
this is the refreshing." Isa. 28:12. "In
quietness and in confidence shall be your
strength." Isa. 30:15. "If God's word
were studied as it should be men would
have a breadth of mind, a nobility of char
acter, and a stability of purpose that is
rarely seen in these times." All of our
reading should do this same thing for us.
As a people, Seventh-day Adventists are
wonderfully blessed with an abundance of
the best class of books. They represent a
type of literature which stimulates only
to good works, and builds not only for this
present world, but for eternity. Do we ap
preciate them as we should? "Good books
elevate the character, purify the life, take
the effectiveness out of low pleasures, and
lift us upon a higher plane of living and
thinking." "The trend of many a life
for good or ill, for success or pleasure has
been determined by a single book." We
need to guard with utmost care the quality
of reading matter that enters our homes.
Not one page that is tinctured with the
evils of the day should be found there.
We find the same laws are true regard
ing our recreation and amusement. Healthy
recreation is in accord with the mind of
God. The Saviour says, "Come ye apart
and rest awhile." "We find Him with His
disciples seeking recreation amid the wilds
of Nature, where they could behold the
handiwork of the Creator and return to
their labor refreshed in body, mind and
soul, and better prepared to do service for
humanity and the Father in Heaven. In
our recreation, as in other things, God
has pointed out the way. "Our recreations
should be seasons of true upbuilding of
(Continued on Page 29)

THE DAWNING LIGHT
NE of the many things that are
brightening the way of every true
hearted Seventh-day Adventist is the
fact that so much of our belief that
hitherto we have held in sheer faith is
coming stride by stride out of the realm of
faith into undimmed vision. This is largely
because our rational conscience, under
God's leading, has grown stronger. There
was a time when good society sanctioned
the use of alcoholic beverages and tobacco.
President Washington, we are told, served
wine regularly at the table, as did nearly
everyone else in that period. But with
this century has come reform. Nation-wide
prohibition, inaugurated on a scientific
basis and backed by public intelligence, has
swept the curse of intoxicating liquors for
ever from our land. The use of the stronger
drugs is now strictly governed by the pro
visions outlined in the Harrison Act.
So we see that people are waking up to
the great truth that healthful living is one
of the most important factors in life, and
as a result are discarding all those things
which do not contribute to physical wellbeing and fitness. "The transgression of
physical law is trangression of God's law.
.... The human being who is careless
and reckless of the habits and practises
that concern his physical life and health,
sins against God." (Unpub. Testimonies,
May 19, 1897.) Perhaps the most com
mon vestigial remains of ignorance exist
ing in civilized homes today is the use of
Condiments, chief among
condiments.
which might be mentioned pepper, mustard
and spices, are those substances which add
zest and flavor to a meal without adding
to its food ^alue. Their main function, in
other words, is to tickle the palate.
A word as to the origin of spices and
condiments might be of practical interest.
History tells us that for centuries this class
of commerce was of the greatest import

O

ance. Being of small bulk and of high
selling value, these products could readily
be transported at a profit, though the dis
tances traveled were long and the facilities
for commerce meager.
We read in Genesis that the Ishmaelites
to whom Joseph was sold, were carrying
spices to Egypt.
Also it was the desire to find a short
route to India with its spices and other
tropical products that sped Columbus on
his voyage and led to the discovery of
America.

We have no longer
any excuse for pick
ling ourliving bodies
with condiments.

Spices and condiments are vegetable pro
ducts with a definite and pronounced taste
used for adding flavors to ordinary foods.
Among the more important are pepper,
ginger, cloves, nutmegs and cinnamon.
Pepper is the fruit of a climbing vine
that grows in the East Indies. The berries
are gathered j ust before maturity and
Thus prepared they form the
dried.
"black pepper" of commerce, while for the
"white pepper" the skins of the berries
are removed.
Cloves are the dried unopened flower
bud of a beautiful evergreen shrub, a na
tive of the Molucca Islands. For two and
a half centuries the production of this
spice was a strict monopoly held first by
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the Portuguese and later by the Dutch.
In 1700 the French succeeded in obtaining
some of the trees. Today this product
comes mainly from Zanzibar Island under
English control.
Ginger conies from the dried wet stalk
of a tropical plant which is grown prin
cipally in the East Indies, tropical Africa,
and the West Indies.
Nutmegs are the seeds of a beautiful
evergreen tree. Its home was the Moluc
cas; but it is now grown in the West
Indies and South America.
Cinnamon is the dried inner bark of the
tender shoots of several spices of the genus
cinnamomum cultivated chiefly in Ceylon
and neighboring lands.
It is a noteworthy fact that nearly all
of the spices and condiments come from
tropical countries. And the people of these
lands use these products in great amounts.
The reason is quite evident. These people
are wretchedly poor. Food quickly spoils
in a torrid climate, and the poverty stricken
people render partly decayed food palatable,
or at least endurable, by the use of condi
ments and spices.
Also among Europeans 400 years ago the
food was coarse and variety lacking. So
that these people had some excuse for de
siring spices and condiments.
These conditions do not obtain today,
however. The "well fed West" has foods
in endless variety and the science of diatetics has attained such a success in bring
ing out the delicate flavors of foodstuffs,
that we have no longer any excuse for pick
ling our living bodies with condiments
which in an earlier age were used in some
instances in embalming the dead.

quickly fatigues the stomach . . . causing
the appetite to disappear." Compare with
this the statement of Testimony, Vol. Ill,
p. 487: "The nervous system, having been
unduly excited, borrowed power for present
use from its future resources of strength.
All this temporary invigoration ... is fol
lowed by depression. In proportion as these
stimulants temporarily invigorate the sys
tem, will be the letting down of the power
of the excited organs after the stimulus has
lost its force."
A few quotations from divine inspiration
clearly show the character and effects of
condiments:
"Mustard, pepper, spices, pickles and
other things of a like character irritate
the stomach and make the blood feverish
and impure. The inflamed condition of
the drunkard's stomach is often pictured as
illustrating the effect of alcoholic liquors.
A similarly inflamed condition is produced
by the use of irritating condiments." (Min
istry of Healing, p. 325.)
"Spices at first irritate the tender coat
ing of the stomach but finally destroy the
natural sensitiveness of this delicate mem
brane. . . . The animal propensities are
aroused, while the moral and intellectual
powers are weakened." (Healthful Living,
p. 93.)
"Our tables should bear only the most
wholesome food, free from every irritating
substance. The appetite for liquor is en
couraged by the preparation of food with
condiments. . . . Dishes . . . highly seasoned
with salt and pepper, creating an almost in
tolerable thirst . . . irritate and inflame the
delicate coating of the stomach." "Re
view and Herald," 1883, No. 44.

Dr. Gilman Thompson, professor of
Concerning condiments, the big things to
Medicine in Cornell University, in his book,
"Practical Dietetics," p. 289, says: "If remember are these:
consumed habitually in excess, these sub
1. They injure the digestive tract.
stances (condiments) excite gastric hyper2. They injure the nervous system in
emia, (congestion of the stomach) and directly.
catarrh by overstimulation, and may dis
3. They feed the appetite for alcoholic
order intestinal digestion as well. They at drinks.
first cause more food to be eaten than
Thus it appears that not only on the
necessary and eventually destroy the appe question of alcohol, tobacco, flesh diet,
tite, developing chronic dyspepsia of an drugs, rational therapy and others, has
science lined up with the principles for
aggravated type."
A. Gautier, professor at the Faculty of which all true Adyentists stand, but even
Medicine, Paris, in his book, "Diet and in these smaller points of sensible hygiene
Dietetics," writes concerning condiments: there is definite agreement. It is also in
"At most, all are agents of high seasoning teresting and inspiring to note that as we
serving to awaken the appetite but not to approach the end of time, the increase of
satisfy it. ... After any excitement of the knowledge foretold in the book of Daniel is
changing faith to sight in the scientific
nervous system, one is conscious of relaxa world
tion of the mind, fatigue, debility. . . . The tical. as well as in the religious and poli
exaggerated use of spiced condiments . . .
K.K.
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Cover Your Sneeze
A. C. CHRISTENSEN
O TEACH the American public hy
Army officers have calculated with some
gienic and sanitary manners, to the nicety the ballistics of coughs and sneezes.
end that respiratory diseases may be They assert that the sneeze is by far the
held in check, is a task that might most deadly of all these human gas pro
well engage more of the attention of the jectors, and may infect the atmosphere for
medical profession. The sudden noisy ex
a distance of twenty feet or more from
pulsion of air from the lungs, through the the sneezer if the sneeze is not checked by
mouth or nose, commonly called coughing the hand or handkerchief. Coughing is al
and sneezing, when promiscuously done, most as bad, while loud talking may be
constitutes one of the most potent factors dangerous at a distance of several feet.
in the spread of colds, influenza, pneumonia
The chief precaution to be taken is to
and kindred ailments. Surgeon General keep
the mouth, nose and throat clean;
Gorgas bears out the truth of this state
and laugh quietly, and to carefully
speak
to
ment for he says: "I think it safe to say
control the cough or sneeze with the hand
that a large proportion of the cases of re
spiratory diseases in the camps would have kerchief. Uncontrolled coughing and sneez
been pi-evented had the men been more ing should be everywhere condemned. No
one can excuse himself on the basis of his
careful and broken themselves of this dis
ease-carrying habit of unguarded coughing being free from a cold. He may himself
be immune to the disease, or be too robust
and sneezing."
But coughing and sneezing are not the to be harmed by it, yet the microbes may
only means by which a spray of mucous be present in his mouth and may infect
may be propelled from the mouth or nose. others. Let us sound a note of warning
Even quiet talking results in the sending to those that are negligent or ignorant of
out of a finely atomized vapour from the the dangers attending the careless cough
speaker's lips, and if he talks loudly or or uncovered sneeze. There is no room in
excitedly fine droplets of infected mucous the crowded conditions of modern civili
may be projected much farther into the zation for the man who has no more con
air, to float about until inhaled by some sideration for the welfare of others than
to deliberately spread infection.
unsuspecting person who may be near.
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The Whole Man For Righteousness and Life
(Continued from page 13)

abiding place, to perfect, refine and make
strong both soul and body.
Upon many hearts has the Spirit pressed
the question, "Can I ask God, the infinitely
pure and holy God, to live in a tobaccodefiled and poison-saturated body?" And
seriously asking it for His sake and by His
grace they have quit there and then.
The spirit-life means, too, that Chris
tians will eat, not for drunkenness or mere
gluttonous satisfaction, but for strength
and better service for God and humanity.
There is one Master, Christ and He has
£iven us the great motto: "Whether there
fore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do,
do all to the glory of God." 1 Cor. 10-31.
And all who do this in glad faith will find
that the glory, the laws, the plan of God
is always for their highest good.

Those foods should be chosen that best
supply the elements needed for building up
the body. In the choice, appetite is not a
safe guide. Through wrong habits of eat
ing the appetite has become perverted.
Often it demands food that impairs health
and causes weakness instead of strength.
We cannot safely be guided by the customs
of society. The disease and suffering that
everywhere . prevails are largely due to
popular errors in regard to diet. "Ministry
of Healing," p. 295.
Health is a treasure. Of all temporal pos
sessions it is the most precious. Wealth,
learning, honor are dearly purchased at
the loss of the vigor of health. None of
these can secure happiness if health is
lacking. It is a terrible sin to abuse the
health that God has given us; such abuse
enfeebles us for life, and makes us losers,
even if we gain by such means any amount
of education. "Christian Temperance and
Bible Hygiene," p. 150.
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Dietary Intemperance
E. H. RISLEY, M. D.
NTEMPERANCE is defined as excessive
indulgence in any line. In view of this
definition it is plain that certain dietary
habits commonly practiced come under
this heading1. Control of the appetite is
of the greatest importance. In the Bible
we read of numerous examples of failure
of such control with the most serious re
sults. It was just such a situation which
caused Adam to lose his dominion in the
Garden of Eden. Before the flood, we un
derstand that the people were so taken up
with eating and drinking and the other or
dinary pursuits of life that they failed to
recognize the most important thing of all,
their salvation. In Ezekiel 16:49, we are
told that the sin of Sodom was pride,
fullness of bread, abundance of idleness
and failure to strengthen the poor and
needy.
Evidently it is possible to eat too much
of a good thing and thus bring trouble
upon ourselves. This is made plain in
Proverbs 25:27, where it says, "It is not
good to eat much honey." Luke 21:34
warns us against such practices in the
following manner: "Take heed to your
selves lest at any time your hearts be
overcharged with surfeiting and drunken
ness and the cares of this life, and so
that day come upon you unawares." Psalms
141:4 also has a timely warning: "In
cline not my heart to any evil thing, to
practice wicked works with men that work
iniquity; and let me not eat of their
dainties." Again in Proverbs 25: 1, 2, we
have the following admonition:
"When
thou sittest to eat with a ruler, consider
what is before thee; and put a knife to
thy throat if thou be a man given to ap
petite." If we can always keep in mind
the instruction given in 1 Cor. 10:31,
"Whether, therefore ye eat, or drink, or
whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of
God," it will be a valuable guide in the con
trol of our methods of eating. In looking
over the above passages, it occurs to the
writer that a study along this line would
be of help to many of our people, and if
the suggestions given here will serve to
stimulate us to more earnest study of these
most important principles, the purpose of
this article will have been accomplished.

I

OVEREATING

Probably the foremost form of dietary
intemperance is that of overeating. We
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are told that "overeating is intemperance
just as surely as is liquor drinking." A
brief study of the results of overeating is
certainly worthy of the most careful con
sideration by the vast majority of human
beings, for most of us are, at times, in
clined to this type of indulgence. Over
eating is more likely to occur here in Amer
ica than it is in many other countries since
we have such a liberal supply of foods. No
country on the face of the earth has such
a bountiful store. The more frequently one
overeats, the more likely is he to become
enslaved by the practice. Such an in
dulgence is especially damaging to those
who are sedentary workers, since one who
does physical work can, to a great degree,
overcome its harmfulness by the extra call
of his body for fuel foods and by increased
power of eliminating waste products. Judg
ment must be used in regard to this matter,
for some who are over-conscientious, feel
that they are overeating when they are
really not taking enough to keep up their
nutrition.
One of the best ways to avoid overeating
is to take few articles of food at any one
meal, and make these articles simple in
character. Of course it will not do for one
to use the same articles of food meal after
meal and day after day, for by so doinga deficiency is likely to occur. By a little
care in the selection of food, holding as
close to the natural products as possible,
variation can be made in such a way that
deficiencies will be avoided.
Among the immediate effects of overeat
ing are what is commonly called billiousness, or more properly acute indigestion,
intestinal toxemia, or what is called in
testinal autointoxication, depression of the
spirits with discouragement, and lowering
of the mental capabilities. This form of
dietary practice kept up for a long period
of time results in dilation of the stomach,
and the liver is likely to be damaged by
the excessive work it is required to do.
In some cases excessive storage of fat oc
curs. In many cases the circulatory system
is damaged by changes in the blood vessel
wall, and eventually the work of the heart
is made more difficult by increase of blood
pressure. The kidneys suffer because of
the added work. Many cases of chronic
kidney disease are due to this indulgence;
in fact, the great majority of the chronic

diseases are, to a large degree, the result
of overeating. Overeating is less damaging
to the young individual than to the person
advanced in years, but the habit builds for
trouble wherever continued. When one is
continually overloaded with food materials
his resistance to the acute disease processes
is considerably reduced. This is a most im
portant point to which to give careful
thought in these days when influenza and
other maladies are lurking in our path.
EATING TOO KAPIDLY

Another form of intemperance which
goes hand in hand with the above men
tioned is that of eating too rapidly. The
present is a time of unprecedented rush
and we are all inclined to hurry through
our meals so as to accomplish the work of
the day. Food eaten too rapidly is not
handled by the digestive juices as it should
be, and the sense of hunger is not as keen
an indicator of the needs of the body. We
thus often exceed the proper limit of food
intake and the formation of undesirable
waste products in the digestive tract is the
result. It is causative of an economic
waste, since the individual who practices
this habit does not get the full benefit from
the food used.
EATING BETWEEN MEALS

Eating between meals keeps the digestive
organs going steadily when they should
be having periods of rest the same as
other organs of the body. We are told
that "regularity in eating should be care
fully observed. Nothing should be eaten
between meals, no confectionary, nuts,
fruit, nor food of any kind." At least five
to six hours should be allowed between
meals so as to give the digestive organs
sufficient time to clear up their work.
During the active period of digestion there
is an increased blood supply to the diges
tive organs. When this state of activity is
maintained without an interval of rest, an
abnormal condition develops which will
ultimately result in trouble. Another im
portant thing to keep in mind is the fact
that many of the foods eaten between
meals are those which are not the best for
us except in comparatively small quantities,
even when taken at the regular meal.
DRINKING AT MEALS

Excessive use of water or other liquid at
meals is also an unfavorable practice. The
tendency, when such practice is followed,
is to wash down the food without proper
mastication, and the saliva is not allowed
to accomplish its work. The other diges
tive juices are diluted, at least temporarily,
.and in this way their work is delayed.

MEALS LATE AT NIGHT

Eating late at night, just before retir
ing, is a form of indulgence which, if per
sisted in, is bound to be damaging to the
individual as it keeps the digestive organs
going while other parts of the body are at
rest. In most cases, eating before retiring
prevents the individual from getting the
best results from his sleep. We cannot
sleep soundly while the system is digesting
and storing a meal. The evening repast
should be eaten at a reasonably early hour,
and it should be the lightest meal of the
day. From practical experience this prin
ciple certainly is grounded upon a firm
foundation. Many people eat no breakfast.
With such individuals it is almost impos
sible to partake of food enough at the
midday meal to satisfy the body's needs.
The evening meal thus often becomes the
heaviest meal of the day. The habits of
most people in the business world are in
clined to make the evening meal the heavy
one.
IRREGULAR EATING

Irregularity in eating should also receive
its share of condemnation. Giving the
practice a common sense, business-like
consideration, how does the man who fails
to meet his appointments regularly get
along in his attempt to succeed in a busi
ness or professional career? The same
principle can be applied with even greater
certainty of result in connection with the
activities of the human body.
IRRITANT FOODS

The use of condiments such as pepper,
spices and stimulating sauces is certainly
an indulgence that should be given up, since
these products have been shown to cause
irritation and eventual damage to certain
parts of the digestive tract. The exces
sive use of salt is a practice akin to the
use of spices.
TEA, COFFEE AND ALCOHOL

Tea, coffee and alcoholic liquors are
without question in the list of intemperate
articles commonly used as foods. These
beverages contain poisonous substances
which have been clearly shown to be
damaging to the animal organism. It is
not the purpose of this article to discuss
these products, since they have been or will
be given consideration at another time.
How thankful we should be as a people,
that health preserving principals have been
given to us. We can see more and more
how the simple principles of health reform
are becoming triumphant in the treatment
of disease, triumphing above many of the
remedies previously thought indispensible.
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Conducted by Mary C. McReynolds, M- D. and Frederick Bulpitt, M. D.

EMANCIPATION-HOW SECURED
N intelligent realization of the harm
ful effect of narcotics and stimulants
upon the body is the first step in
securing freedom from their en
slavement. The individual must have a sin
cere desire to overcome those circumstances
that hinder his realization of good health,
and must be willing to observe the rules
of health in order to reach the highest
degree of physical efficiency.
The most important step in breaking

A

sations in the body, this method is the most
valuable, in that immediate and more last
ing results are most often secured. This
plan is usually followed in institutions
where the treatment of drug addicts is a
routine practice, and results in a large per
centage of cures.
Diet has a considerable influence in gov
erning the desire for condiments and stim
ulants. Food which is ill-prepared fails to
satisfy the appetite, and an effort is conse-

To give up the use of stimulants take a period of rest for two or three days;
keep quiet; eat nothing solid the first day, and drink hot milk. A well beaten
fresh, raw egg may be taken in fruit juice or milk. On the second day, begin the
use of poached or boiled eggs and breads, with fresh fruit at the close of the meal.
By the end of the second day the headache has probably disappeared, and the nervous symptoms are also disappearing, never more to appear, for the headache and
nervousness that is cured by the cup of coffee or tea is also caused by it.

5

D. H. KRESS, M. D.

away from drugs lies in overcoming the
craving for the stimulant which has been
developed by its habitual use. Frequently
the drug has produced such a derangement
in the body that the desire for the drug
holds the victim in its power regardless
of any wish he may have to be free from
its mastery. Accordingly it is often neces
sary in treating those affected with the
drug habits to keep them in rigid confine
ment under proper medical supervision, so
that they may be prevented from gaining
access to the drug until they have over
come the craving they have for it.
Two practices are followed in freeing the
sufferer. In the "tapering" process the
dose is gradually decreased until at last
none at all is given. The purpose of this
plan is to gradually cut the dose and yet
.give enough to prevent the development of
distressing symptoms incident to its re
moval. In the second method, the use of
the drug is immediately stopped. While
the sudden cessation of the drug effect may
cause the appearance of disagreeable senPage Twenty-six

quently made to improve its flavor by the
addition of various condiments. This sets
up an irritation of the gastro-intestinal
tract, creating abnormal sensations, and
leads to the use of even more highly
seasoned foods. This condition increases
until finally the strongest stimulants are
utilized to satisfy the unnatural cravings
which have continued to develop. As an
example of this condition may be cited the
free use of the hottest chili and pepper
sauces by those who are habitually accus
tomed to alcoholic liquors, the condiments
increasing the thirst for the drink. Hence
an important step in the combatting of
the continual use of stimulants and condi
ments is to provide good food properly
cooked, so that the appetite can be trained
to appreciate those substances which have
a beneficial effect, and to reject those
which would injure the system.
Thorough mastication also has a definite
relation to the use of condiments. If an
individual would thoroughly chew every
particle of food which enters the mouth it

would be impossible to use highly seasoned
foods or alcoholic drinks, as the complete
realization of their harmful nature thus
secured, would automatically insure their
rejection. Mr. Fletcher says: "When tea,
coffee and alcoholic liquors are thoroughly
insalivated before being swallowed, the
appetite will refuse to receive them except
in extremely small quantities, if it does not
refuse to receive them at all."
To overcome the craving for the caffein
and alcoholic beverages, condiments and
similar preparations, there must be a defin
ite exercise of the will, coupled with the
recognition of the importance of the prin
ciples of health reform in the daily life.
F. B.

FOR COMMON AILMENTS, WHAT?
HE first article in this series closed
with a brief discussion of influenza.
If the patient goes to bed at the
warning of the first symptom and
proper treatment is administered early
and persistently, pneumonia will probably
be avoided. Influenza is a much more ser
ious infection than many realize. It swept
as many people into the jaws of death as
did our recent terrible war. Its ravages
were sudden and cruel. It numbered its
victims from every hamlet, trade and pro
fession, and entered alike humble cottage
and palatial home.

T

Pneumonia. If, for any reason, influenza
advances to the stage of pneumonia, treat
ment must be prompt and thorough. Sum
mon a good physician at once if you have
not done so before. Here the hot hip and
leg pack is the best treatment that can be
given to draw the blood down and relieve
the congestion of the lungs. This treat
ment can be successfully given only by two
persons and everything must be prear
ranged, or the patient will fail of receiving
the benefit he should. (See directions be
low.) After the hot pack the derivative
effect can be maintained by a hot foot bath,
fomentations to the back and hips and
backs of the legs. This treatment, more or
less modified to suit the case and the pos
sibilities, together with fomentations to the
chest should be given every four to six
It should be concluded with a
hours.
sponge, a cold mitten friction, a witch
hazel, or an alcohol rub, or an oil rub and
a heating chest pack, or a dry wool chest
pack applied at once. In many cases, re
vulsive fomentations are good, if the pa
tient has no pleurisy pain. In that case,
no cold is given, results being secured by

heat only. Moist heat to the chest, or
chest and back, greatly facilitates expector
ation and relieves the feeling of "tightness"
in the chest experienced by so many of
these patients. Keep patient in cool, well
ventilated room if there is no screen porch
available. Alvays and everywhere, keep
these patients thoroughly warm.
Hot Hip and Leg Pack. Have at hand:
1. Boiler, two-thirds full of boiling water.
2. Six or seven two-quart glass cans with
well fitting rubbers and tops, filled with
hot water not boiling. 8. Two pairs of
double blankets one of wool and one of
part wool if possible. 4. A single, part
wool or double heavy cotton blanket.
5. Someone to help wring the blanket.
Place the woolen blanket on the unoccu
pied side of the bed. Fold the part wool
(or double heavy cotton) blanket in half
lengthwise, and then bring edges to middle
fold. Dip deeply into boiling water, keep
ing ends dry to wring by. Let blanket
remain in water long enough to become
thoroughly wet and hot through. Wring
dry as possible. Spread quickly over dry
blanket on bed, keeping it folded at edges
so as to retain the steam. Spread dry
woolen, or thick cotton blanket over hot
blanket. Place patient quickly on pack so
that blankets come well up around the waist.
Fold the dry blanket around the patient
quickly, then the hot one. Place the cans
of water (not too hot) along the sides and
between the legs with one at the feet. Fold
the outside dry blanket snugly about the
patient. Place cold compress on head,
about neck and over heart. Cover warmly
enough to exclude draught from shoulders
or chest. Let the patient remain in such
a pack ten to twenty minutes, removing
part at a time, giving a brisk cool sponge
or cold mitten friction and after drying the
part thoroughly cover with warm dry blan
ket.
Secure the help of an experienced nurse
for such a treatment if possible, and unless
it can be given carefully and the patient
properly handled, it is far better to use
fomentations over one area at a time than
to endanger the patient by exposure.
Chronic Catarrh. Take plenty of exercise
in the open air and sunshine. Keep the
elimination free. Avoid an excess of food
of any kind, especially fats, protein and
sweets. Use plenty of the natural grains
and an abundance of fruit. Eat no supper.
Take a cool sponge and a brisk friction
every night before retiring. A cold plunge
bath each evening is splendid for chronic
catarrh, but this is heavy treatment, and
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should be prescribed and regulated by a
physician. The above simple measures with
repeated daily use of the alkaline cleansing
wash (see first article) will greatly im
prove any case of chronic catarrh and in
many cases, affect a cure.
The following solution may be secured
from any druggist and used as an inhal
ation :
Camphor ........................grains 10
Menthol ..........................grains 10
Ol Eucalyptus .................drops 10
01. Tar....__...,..........'......ounces 4
Mix.
_Put ten to fifteen drops into half a large
pitcher of boiling water. Inhale steam
through a paper funnel.
"Blood Poison." The condition com
monly known as "blood poison" is really
an inflammation of the lymph channels due
to some local infection. The "red streaks"
which extend from the infected area give
evidence of this condition. First, open the
infected area with a sterile needle or knife
point. (Pass needle through flame, lysol
and boiling -water, or plunge it repeatedly
into a bar of yellow laundry soap.)
Second, have ready two deep cans (50pound crisco or lard cans will do well)
or foot tubs or leg cans, one filled with
very hot and the other with very cold
water. Keep the cold water -cold, and the
hot water hot. Plunge the infected mem
ber into first the hot and then the cold
alternating, hot two minutes and cold onehalf to one minute. Continue this treat
ment for twenty to thirty minutes, and re
peat it three to five times a day according
to the extent of the infection. A heating
compress should be worn between treat
ments.
Old Sores or Ulcers. There may be some
constitutional condition which delays heal
ing, such as diabetes or tuberculosis. Con
sult a physician. Build up the general
health and body resistance by careful diet,
exercise and frequent bathing. To hasten
healing, use frequent applications of hot
and cold to the affected part; lay over it
a poultice of fresh charcoal and cover the
whole with a large heating compress.
Simple as this may seem, it has given splenc'id results when weeks of treatment have
shown very slow improvement. (The fresh
charcoal poultice was prescribed years ago
by Sister White herself for gastric and ab
dominal pain and was found surprisingly
helpful by those who followed directions
carefully.) The following prescription is
used by the Presbyterian Hospital (ChiPage Twenty-eight

cago) for old sores and should be equally
good for other ulcers:
Castor Oil......................grams 50
Zinc Oxide......................grams 40
Balsam of Peru............grams 10
Mix
Apply and cover with clean bandage.
Chapped Hands. The days of cold winds
have come. Chapped hands and faces will
soon demand attention. Following are two
formulas for making lotions or "skin food."
These formulas are prepared by Mr. F. V.
Baer, the pharmacist at the College of
Medical Evangelists, a man of years of ex
perience in this line. Good results in the
preparation may be had by following di
rections carefully.
1 Quince seed, IK ounces.
Powdered borax, 2 teaspoonfuls
Carbolic acid, H> teaspoonful
Tincture Benzoin, 1 ounce
Glycerine, 3 ounces
Water (soft if possible), 1 quart
Put one pint of boiling water over the
quince seed and add the borax and carbolic
acid. Let this stand over night and pour
off the clear fluid into a clean vessel. Add
one-half pint boiling water to the residue,
and let it stand until evening. Pour off
clear fluid and add this and the glycerine
and benzoin to the fluid first poured off.
Add enough water to make a quart and
shake the mixture thoroughly.
2. Bay rum, six ounces
Glycerine, four ounces
Tincture Benzoin, one-half ounce
Gum Tragacanth, one-half ounce
Put the gum tragacanth into the bay
rum and let it stand, stirring occasionally,
for two days. Strain twice through sev
eral layers of gauze or cheese cloth, press
ing it through. Beat in the glycerine and
tincture of benzoin. Add a bit of perfume
if desired. Some do not enjoy the odor of
bay rum.
Rums. Cover at once from the air to
avoid pain from the injured and exposed
nerve ends. Spread a thin layer of unguentine over a clean cloth, and bandage it
lightly over the burned area. This is a
splendid dressing and if it remains in
place, may be left on for twenty-four hours
at a time. Some paint the burned area with
a solution of picric acid before applying
the unguentine. In case of a burn contam
inated with dirt, it should be thoroughly
cleansed, soapsuds being the least painful.
M. M.
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WILL YOU HELP US?
In an advanced school where strenuous
mental effort must be undergone to meet
the requirements of educational standards,
the tendency is often present for the stu
dent to centralize all his energy on mental
accomplishment to the neglect of his health.
A trained mind without the support of a
vigorous body has little power in meeting
the issues of life. Accordingly, provision
should be made in every school for the de
velopment of the physical being.
No doubt the best plan is that which
provides suitable exercise in the accomplish
ment of useful tasks. Many forms of out
door work meet this requirement. Un
fortunately the spare time left from a
crowded curriculum and the limited amount
of opportunity for outdoor work in a pop
ulous institution insure a small chance of
physical exercise for the average student.
In response to this need an effort is just
now being made here to construct an out
door gymnasium for the school. This move
ment has been inaugurated by the students
of the school who are not only doing the
actual construction, but are also united
tog-ether in a campaign to raise the neces
sary funds.
The institution is giving its assistance in
every way to the plan with the realization
that such facilities will insure the better
health of the student with a consequent im
provement in the work of the school. A
further asset is recognized in the opportun
ity provided for exercise and recreation for
the guests of the Sanitarium. The rational

means of treating disease, involving the
use of fresh air, sunshine, exercise and
water are recognized as having an im
portant part in the program for the re
storation of health.
The community in general is heartily
endorsing the project in a material way.
From the standpoint of personal safety
every person should know how to swim.
Access to a well regulated pool allows
the youth as well as others to acquire this
art without being contaminated mentally
and physically by the association and pro
visions of the common city plunge.
The site of the outdoor gymnasium is
just south of the Assembly Hall, extending
down to the road in front of White Hall.
It is planned to eventually include the
Assembly Hall itself in the project, dif
ferent rooms in the building being equipped
as shop and workrooms. As vocational
therapy, various crafts can thus be used
in the treatment of disease.
A swimming pool forty feet wide and
eighty to one hundred feet long is now
being built according to the hygienic regu
lations of the State Board of Health. A
running track will be constructed in the
enclosure and other equipment to provide
suitable exercise and recreation for all.
The cost of the gymnasium approxim
ates $1500, besides the work which the
students are donating. About half of this
amount is now at hand and efforts are be
ing made to provide the remainder. Friends
of the students or institution are invited
to be liberal in extending means for the
completion of this worthy project.
Goading the Nervous System
(Continued from page 20)

body, mind and soul. The very word itself
means to re-create. If we really love our
work we will find real recreation in our
work, and the necessity for vacations of
the usual type will be few. In this arti
ficial age, everything tends to excess; man
must have condiments and stimulants in
his recreation as well as in his food, and
of the two, perhaps the former is working
the greater harm.
He has taken the useful inventions of
the day and has dissipated them to the
gratification of pleasure. They are excit
ing, energy-depleting pleasures. Take the
automobile for instance, we are seldom sat
isfied unless going at an unlawful rate of
speed. Not content with being able to fly
in the air, we seek new fields for excite
ment. "Just ordinary flying has ceased
to furnish the necessary thrill," says an
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aviator. He must jump from one moving
plane to another, just to amuse himself
and the public. But in doing this, how
much has he increased his usefulness, or
what has he accomplished for the good of
his fellow men? You say this is an ex
treme illustration, but do not the majority
of people in the world seek out their
amusements and recreation for the same
purpose that they use condiments and
stimulants, merely for the sake of pleas
ure? True recreation should not only furn
ish us pleasure, but make us stronger. De
veloping our God-given talents is recreation
in itself. Mr. Parlette puts it in this wise:
"Being what we are created to be is the
happiest play in the world. It is develop
ing our natural talents just for the joy of
letting them grow." The prophet Isaiah
gives us a very good prescription: "They
that wait upon the Lord shall renew their
strength."
"We must give ourselves times to think,
to pray, to wait upon God for a renewal of
physical, mental and spiritual powers,
not a pause for a moment in His presence,
but personal contact with Christ, to sit
down in companionship with Him. This
is our need." Education.

..News Notes..
I
The ('ollege of Medical Evangelists 1ms a present
enrolment of 101 medical students, thirty-seven
medical evangelists and eighty-five nurses.
(Jreat interest was expressed in behalf of our
proposed swimming pool by a lively program preH'nteil mi rlu> lawn Monday evening. October 20.
Klder Maxwell of Loma Linda is now acting as
professor of the Kible Department of the College.
The school has greatly appreciated having Eld.
51. C. Wilcox fill this position since the beginning
of this year's work, and we sincerely regret that
circumstances have made it necessary for him to
leave us.
Dr. Henry It. narrower of ("Jlendale, Calif., spent
a few days at Loma Linda recently, lecturing to
the sophomore class in Physiology on the subject
of ductless glands and the relation of their secre
tions to physical and mental well-being.
Doctor
narrower is a muster of his theme and his talks
were greatly appreciated.
The faculty and students of the Loma Linda
and Los Angeles division of the College of Medical
Evangelists have each spent a day in the field
soliciting for missions with the Harvest Ingathering
number of the "Watchman." In addition to the
funds raised much valuable experience in personal
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work for the Master was gained by those who
participated, and it is hoped good results will fol
low their efforts.
On October 1<> the Loma Linda senior nurses
spent a most enjoyable day with their classmates
in Los Angeles. The hospital management extended
it very cordial welcome to them in the way of a
beautifully served four course dinner. An enthus
iastic class meeting, which was the real motive of
the trip, was held. Boating at Hollenbeck Park, fol
lowed by delightful refreshments was also among
the main events of the day.
October 8 will long be remembered by tile fresh
man nurses of Loma Linda Sanitarium. The oc
casion wa.s a very unique party given for their
pleasure by the junior nurses. The scene of tinspread was the Santa Ana Kiver bottom.
The
freshmen survived the ordeal without serious results
and, having partaken of a bountiful picnic lunch,
unanimously proclaimed the juniors royal entertain
ers.
The reception for the new -students was held
Sunday evening, October 4, on the -Sanitarium
lawn. Red jack-o-lan terns strung underneath tinpepper trees made the scene brilliant in color. The
program consisted of a short address of welcome
by Dr. Xewton Evans, followed by responses from
the presidents of the various classes, musical
numbers by the orchestra, a chorus, men's quartette
and a French horn solo. At the close of tinprogram the new students were formally welcomed
by ihe faculty and the upper class men.
The dean and students of the Los Angeles
Division entertained the faculty of the Medical
School on the night of October 29, in the dining
room of the Service Building. One hundred ami
thirty people sat down to a splendidly served
vegetarian dinner. Many of tile most prominenf
medical men of Los Angeles were present. Doctor
Magan briefly reviewed the progress of the school,
its present status and plans and prospects for the
future. The hearty co-operation of representative
medical men of the city was pledged in the response
thai followed.
On November !J the second year medical class
and junior nurses forgot their daily trials, and
donning picnic garments gleefully {-limbed into
the huge Smiitariiim truck and trailer. The beau
tiful glades of Forest Home easily accommodated
the crowd of fifty care-free young people. Games,
new and old, were enjoyed while the day lasted, ami
when evening drew on a big camp fire lit up the
surrounding pines.
An excellent dinner served
around the fire and accompanied by music lasted
until late, when a tired but happy crowd rode
quietly home in the moonlight.
Our last issue contained a halftone of the
unfinished new laboratory building as it appeared
when the paper went to press. Since that time the
work has proceeded nicely and the chemical labor
atory and two class rooms are being occupied by
the school, while the bacteriological laboratory will
be in readiness for the beginning of the second
trimester. The work in all the departments is pro
gressing satisfactorily and will soon be completed.
The inside plastering is finished and the workmen
are busily engaged in putting cement on the ex
terior. The remodeling necessary to fit our original
laboratory building for the accommodation of larger

flasscs, is now being done,, so thiit very soon the
work df (he "Loma Linda Jubilee Campaign" will
have been brought: to a triumphant termination. We
are finding our new building admirably adapted
to our needs and this necessary addition to our
plant adds a valuable asset to the facilities and
equipment of the school.
A very successful series of health lectures given
by the teachers of the College of Medical Evange
lists has just bepn completed in the city of Orange.
These lectures were the outcome of a demand
created by an evangelistic effort conducted 'by
Kid or John Knox, and also the recent camp-meeting
held in Orange. An excellent interest was mani
fested on the part of the people, and we feel
ihat the people have been benefitted in a material
way, as well as helped spiritually. The lectures
continued over a period of six weeks, and con
sisted of lectures and food demonstrations. The
following topics were taken lip in the afternoon
sessions: "Devitalized Foods," "Diet and Endur
ance, 1 ' "Constipation, Its Cause, Prevention and
Cure," "Colds and Catarrh," "The Postponement of
The
Old Age," "Successful Simple Treatments."
food demonstrations especially appealed to the peo
ple, and many expressed their appreciation of the
help received.
In the evening, lectures were held in a large hall
in the city, in connection with the evangelistic meet
ings that are still being conducted by Elder Knox.
The principal topics taken up were as follows:
"Fruits, Food and Medicine;" "Resisting the Next
Epidemic;" "Physical Bankruptcy;" "Caffein Bev
erages ;" "Cancer, and White Plague;" "Drugs,
versus Nature's Remedies."
We greatly appreciated the co-operation of our
evangelist, Elder Knox, throughout this series. A
similar series is now being conducted in Redlands,
and we have requests for the same from San
Bernardino and Riverside. Now is the opportune
time for this work.

LETTERS FROM THE FRONT
Elder W. B. White, Kenilworth, South Africa:
I wish you could visit Africa and go with me to
our mission stations. You would see a need of
medical evangelism that you can hardly appre
ciate at Lorna Linda. I want to tell you that if
we would turn our attention more to medical evan
gelism in Africa we would soe greater things ac
complished among the native people, but it seems
hard to arouse an interest along that line.
Just recently a powerful chief of the Basutos,
who governs all of the territory around our Em
manuel Mission, has come to the truth, been
been baptized and united with the church. His
heurt was opened by medical missionary work per
formed by the superintendent of our mission. When
the "flu" spread over the country he had two very
serious attacks and twice he was brought through
liy medical missionary work. Now he is with heart
and soul in the message. He is a fine young man,
has a nice, clean home, dresses as well as any of
us and better than I can afford, has a good educa
tion both in Besuto and English, and this has been
accomplished very largely by medical missionary
work.
Orley Ford, Penu, Peru, S. A.: We have much
medical work to do here and sometimes it is pretty
hard to know what to do. It is surprising though,

what success we have had, and the people in this
country suppose we know everything there is about
medicine. We treat on an average about ten a day,
and many days thirty and forty. We are sixty
miles from the nearest mission, and are all alone,
so all that is done we must do. Have a church
of 2(H) members and eighty more waiting for bap
tism when some OUR conies to baptize them. Have
a central school here and five out schools. Have
to do all our own building, which I am glad is
almost finished, for it has been a job this last year
without any one to help, and I never was a car
penter. We now have a quite comfortable threeroomed adobe house, corral, feed house, medicine
office, store room, and a church thirty by sixty.
For a time we had to live in a little dirty Indian
room before we got our house built. We are now
quite comfortably situated considering.
We would like to see some of the young doctors
conio down to these parts. They would certainly
have plenty to do. Besides, the work for others
that they could do they would be a big help for
our own workers who are so far from all medical
help. There are now six families and we are ex
pecting about six more to arrive this year from
U. S. to help out. No end of opportunities and
openings. It is a marvel how the work goes here
in spite of the opposition and persecution of our
people. Since we have been in this mission we
have had one baptism of fifty-nine and now
eighty more waiting.
Here in our mission is a young Indian boy, a
bright fellow. He is preparing for our work. He
had the misfortune to have a gangrenous leg and
I had to cut it off just a few inches below the
knee. The wound is well now but he can't get
around very well. I made him a crude wooden
leg but it doesn't work very well. His leg is bent
at right angle and has only a little movement. He
cannot straighten it.
Might be interesting to you to know how I
amputated if. Not quite like you would do it I
guess, but it saved the boy's life and it got well
in record lime without a sign of infection. I had
lost my surgical saw and the next best thing was
a 22-inc'h carpenter saw; so I used that to cut
the bones. Just the regular kind of hand saw for
lumber. I only had my Indian boy interpreter to
help me and did it in his house that was only an
adobe shack. Used local anesthetic. What do you
think of that for twentieth century surgery? Some
of our other surgical and doctoring work is about
as crude, but don't know what else you can do
when your corner supply house for all needed
drugs, instruments, etc., is at best a week's trip
away and most things you must get from U. S.,
which means three months at least to get here after
you send. We have the blessing of God on our
work anyway, and that is the most important thing;
and I don't know whether real doctors with all
needed facilities have any better success than we
have had right here with our little facilities and
less knowledge.
Dr. R. W. Habemicht, Puiggari, Entre Kios, Ar
gentine : Today I was reading an article in "The
Youth's Instructor" of June 17, 1019, by Bro. D. D.
Fitch, entitled "A letter From Puerto llico," in
which he mentioned a "young man from Argentine
who gained Sabbath exemption from military serv
ice for S. D. A.'s by his faithfulness."
Having been associated with this matter myself,
I thought it would be of interest to the readers of
"The Medical Evangelist" to know of the circum
stances. I was at that time connected with our
school in Entre Rios, Arg., as Bible teacher, and
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at the same time I did medical work for those
who came to us and made visits in the country
roundabout. Near the school is a large "estancia"
which belonged at that time to a leading general
of the Argentine Army. I had been called to the
"Estancia" several times and had formed a very
pleasant acquaintance with the general and his
family; and, as lie said, I was the family physician
when they were in the country.
When the young man mentioned, who was a stu
dent in our school, was called to military duty, h*1
came to me before he loft and asked my advice
as to his duty. I told him he must stand firm
for the right and not violate his conscience. He
resolved to keep the Sabbath, cost what it might.
He was very roughly treated and suffered ter
ribly. Finally he was sent to the penitentiary and
here he fared even worse.
While ho was being so cruelly treated I resolved
to see if I could do something to relieve him.
So, while I was a friend to one of the leading
generals, I decided to go to him and state the case
and tell him our principles and ask him to give
mo an introduction to the Minister of War so that
I might see him. The General received me very
nicely in his mansion, and introduced me to an
other general who was visiting him. So I slated
the case to the two men and made a careful ex
position of our principles of loyalty to government,
and asked for my introduction to the Minister of
War.
The general said he would do anything In: could
for me, and he would see that I was not only intro
duced to the Minister of War, but that his son,
who was a lawyer in the employ of the govern
ment, would go with me and help me all he could.
"But," he said, "let me give you a little advice.
I am afraid that if you go to the government and
present this matter that they will think you are
teaching your students to disobey in the matter of
military service, and they may close your school
because of it; so if you will leave the matter in
my hands I will see what can he done for you. So
you may have your choice." He then wrote me the
letter of introduction and gave me a letter to his
son, so that I might go to Buenos Aires and see
the Minister of War.
While he was writing, I was answering questions
about our work for the other general. When the
general gave me his letter I thanked him very
kindly, but I told him that I had decided to leave
the matter in his hands. He said he would do what
he could. So I came back to the school instead of
going to Buenos Airee.

Only a few weeks later this general was made
Minister of War, and one of his first acts was to
secure the passage of a law exempting S. D. A.
young men from military service on the Sabbath
in time of peace.
Our brother was released from the penitentiary
and given a very pleasant place to do his military
service, really a place of honor, with freedom on
the Sabbath to attend meeting in the city and t»
go and come as he pleased.
When T saw the general afterward, lie said, "You
see I sail] I would do what I could for you."
Onv hearts went up to God in thankfulness for
the effects of the influence of the medical mission
ary work oven over the government authorities.
But this was not all. The other general, who
was present was the one who had charge of the
post where our brother had his first trouble, and
lie had sent him to higher authorities. I did not
know it at the time I was talking to him. About
.six years later this general was taken sick and he
asked to be sent to the "estancia" of the general
who was made Minister of War. As soon as he
arrived he sent for me to come and see him.
In the years that had passed we had opened our
sanitarium and begun our nurses' class, and the
young man who had been in such difficulties was
now one of our faithful nurses in the sanitarium.
I found the general in a bad condition and told
him that 113 had not much time to live. So he
said, "I want to go to your sanitarium to die, for
I would rather die in the hands of you people than
anywhere else in the world." So he came and stayed
with us till his death; and the young man who had
suffered so much was his nurse. If we may judge
from the general's words and all we could see,
he gave his heart to God and died a Christian. We
prepared him for burial, and he was buried with
military honors.
His wife and children were with him the last
few days he lived and were very much impressed
with .what they saw. After their return to .Buenos
Aires I had a good letter from them expressing
their gratitude.
Two things were very forcibly impressed on our
minds by this experience. One, that it pays to be
faithful to principle; the other, that the medical
missionary work is one of the best means of open
ing the way to the hearts, even of those in the
highest authority.
The general who was Minister of War was one
of our strongest stays when the medical authorities
tried to stop our work.
We are thankful to God for His care for His
work and workers.

The worth of an institution is determined by the measure
of its SERVICE. The principles which govern the
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Practical Organotherapy
The Internal Secretions in General Practise
By Henry R. Harrower, M D., F.R.S.M. (London)

T

HIS NEW BOOK contains a wealth of concise data about
the internal secretions m every-day practise it takes up the
DIAGNOSIS of the common endocrine troubles, the rou
tine use of single as well as combined gland extracts, ORGANO
THERAPY in its many practical phases, and the CLINICAL
THERAPEUTICS of the various internal secretory difficulties.
It is conveniently arranged, thoroughly indexed and carefully
boiled down to form a compact and useful work for daily reference.

BRIEF OUTLINE OF CONTENTS
I. Introduction. II. The Basis
of Organotherapy— 6 chapters explain
ing the fundamentals, pitfalls and possibili
ties. III. Practical Organotherapy
two distinct parts, the one containing a
complete outline of the origin, indications,
dosage and administration of 47 single
glandular preparations, while the other takes
up pluriglandular therapy and explains the
synergisms, illustrating them with many for
mulas developed in the author's laboratory.
IV. The Diagnosis of the Internal
Secretory Disorders-— 12 chapters tak
ing up the diagnostic points in each main
phase of the subject, always from the gen

eral practitioner's standpoint.

V.

Every

day Organotherapy—a section contain
ing 18 chapters on many important and
widely varying phases of the subject as
tuberculosis, ovarian disorders, intestinal
stasis, hyperthyroidism, defective children,
epilepsy, high blood pressure, prostatic dis
orders, impotence, mucous colitis, acidosis,
asthma, etc. Each of the above conditions
occupying a chapter. VI. Appendixcontaining dose tables, comparative cost
figures, an organotherapeutic index, etc.
VII. Index with over 1000 references
to scores of subjects.

272 Pages; Full Cloth; 8 Vol.; $2.50 Net.
NOTE: The author will be pleased to see that a copy of this book
is sent to every interested physician in the United States who so re
quests, provided that the order is accompanied by twelve cents in
stamps and reaches him while the edition lasts. Write while you have
it in mind as the supply is limited.

Henry R. Harrower, M.D.
Glendale, California

Scientific Therapy Is That
which seeks to assist Na
ture in her efforts to
maintain the perfect bal
ance of the body.

The

Loma Linda
Sanitarium
represents those princi
ples of treatment which
are in harmony with Na
ture's laws.
Every facility is pro
vided for the diagnosis of
disease. Well equipped
laboratories insure the
determination of definite findings. The various lines
of treatment enable one not oidy to get well, but also
to keep well.
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